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Dear Reader,
Welcome to the Spring 2011 issue of Thoroughfare. As you read through the collection of
articles featured in this issue, you will find an
array of student writings that highlight some
of the individuals, interests, and core values
that shape the community of the University of
St. Thomas.
In Faith Crossing, Melissa Binstock offers
an insightful study on the nature of the
prophetic character, which is followed by my examination of the
sacrificial offerings delineated
in Leviticus.
Next, Corner Beat features a highly relevant and
balanced discussion on the
debate over gun rights on
college campuses by Lauren Cooper. The following
article, by Bita Karamzadeh, reports on an equally
important issue, “Greenwashing,” and its effects on
corporations and consumers
alike.
In Sidewalk Views, Meghan
Hammonds and Lindsay McGee share
the stories of two valuable faculty members,
Dr. Ravi Srinivas and Professor Lori Gallagher.
Meghan relates Dr. Srinivas’ fascinating journey that eventually led him to UST, and Lindsay highlights Professor Gallagher’s significant
contributions to the University through the
William J. Flynn Center for Irish Studies.
Alumni Esplanade features the inspiring
biographies of Dr. Robert L. Dean, Jr. and Chris
Tennison.

Then, in H.O.V., Ivan Koop Kuper takes
us to the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico, sharing
his experience of the vivid culture and landscape.
Closer to home, Jenny Sornson offers a
delightful account of her experience at one of
Houston’s oldest hidden gems, the River Oaks
Bookstore.
In Curbside, Phillip MacArthur describes
his personal growth as a student of Jujitsu in UST’s Martial Arts Program
taught at TNT Jujitsu.
Then, in Graffiti, Mary
Feehery offers her perspective
on an intriguing phenomenon
regarding the grave of Edgar
Allen Poe.
Finally, in Back Alleys, Natalie Romero presents a dramatic description of Cirque
de Soleil, including its history
and development.
The goal of Thoroughfare's
Editorial Board is to showcase
the writing, perspectives, and individual pursuits of the students at the
University of St. Thomas. We would like to
thank all those who worked to make this issue
a success. I hope you enjoy this issue of Thoroughfare.
Sincerely,
Leandra Davis
Editor-in-Chief
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The Essence of the Prophetic Character
M elissa B instock

The Prophets were charismatic individuals who were far more than just foretellers of the future. They were men and women who shared a deep concern
for their fellow human beings; men and women of justice, righteousness, and
above all love.

A

common human tendency is to describe a person
simply in terms of what he or she does. Hence
when studying the prophets, we tend to become rather
fixated on an image of men and women foretelling the
future. Perhaps this image is not a completely incorrect
conception of the Israelite prophets. Nonetheless by
simply describing them as diviners, we lose the essential
essence of the prophetic character that makes these charismatic individuals so unique, both in terms of who they
are and what they reveal about God. I intend to elucidate
the prophetic character by first establishing a definition
of the term prophet by means of etymology, then using
this definition to show how the prophets are a reflection
of God’s moral nature, and finally qualifying the uniqueness of these charismatic figures by distinguishing them
from the biblical figures referred to as the prophets as well
as from diviners of other ancient cultures.

Defining prophet in the context of
the hebrew language

In order to gain an accurate conception of the prophetic character, we must first establish what this rather
illusive term means. As Cornill asserts in his book, The
Prophets of Israel, a clear definition of the term prophet is
not found anywhere within the Old Testament.1 Hence,
an interpretation of the word for prophet must be obtained through other means, namely through etymology. Indeed, the root of a word can provide us with a
multitude of information about both the origin of the
word and the ancient society from which the word was
derived.2 In order to elucidate the meaning behind the
6 |Thoroughfare

English word prophet, we may first begin with the traditional biblical language, Hebrew. In the Hebrew, the
corresponding term for prophet is nābî’. According to
Cornill, nābî’ is a derivation of the Assyrian-Babylonian
root word, naba’a, meaning to speak or to announce.3 In
this etymological context, the Hebrew term nābî’ simply
translates into speaker or preacher. However, as Cornill
asserts, not every orator is a preacher nor is everyone
who speaks, a prophet.4 In other words, when taken in
the context of the Assyrian-Babylonian language alone,
the essential features of prophetic speech are still lacking.
Thus, in order to gain a more thorough understanding of what constitutes a prophet, Cornill looks to
the Arabic conception of the root word, naba’a. In the
Arabic, naba’a confers a unique sense of proclaiming or
announcing. In other words, naba’a refers to one who announces a unique message or is carrying out a particular
mandate.5 Thus, unlike in the Assyrian-Babylonian language, naba’a in the Arabic is not taken to mean speaking
in the general sense. In light of these two conceptions of
the term naba’a, the Hebrew word nābî’ would refer to a
speaker who is acting as an agent delivering a particular message. Yet, although these languages reveal more
about the term nābî’, the essential criteria which truly
makes an individual a prophet is still lacking, for we
have yet to discover how this term can be related to the
divine. Hence, Cornill makes one final connection between the Hebrew’s nābî’ and the Greek term, prophetēs,
which is conferred on one who translates the oracles of
the gods.6 By combining each of the elements from the

aforementioned languages, nābî’ can thus be understood
to refer to an individual who speaks according to a higher command, in the name and as the messenger of the
Lord.7 Cornill supports this definition of nābî’ by referring to a passage from Exodus 7:1-2 and 4:16. Here, we
find the Lord declaring to Moses:
Look, I have made you as a god for Pharaoh, and your brother Aaron is to be your
prophet. You must say whatever I command
you, and your brother Aaron will repeat [it].
He [i.e. Aaron] will speak to the people in your
place; he will be your mouthpiece, and you will
be as the god inspiring him.
From these passages, it is apparent that Moses is acting
as a “god” and Aaron as the “prophet” who will relay his
god’s message to the people.8 Thus, we may conclude
that the prophet of ancient Israel was not simply a messenger, but a messenger of God.

the administration and procedure of civil law, and righteousness has come to be equated with following a religious code of law.13 Love, on the other hand, has become
somewhat more of an abstraction, being a term that is
used to refer to almost any type of attraction, both of the
physical and sentimental type.14 Although these definitions may not be incorrect, neither are they entirely representative of the characteristics of the prophets. Hence,
in order to arrive at the pith of the prophetic character,
we must clarify and expound on what these elusive
terms mean.
As mentioned, the common conception of justice
in contemporary society is concerned primarily with
cases of civil law, whereas righteousness is concerned
with religious law. Hence, in a sense, these two terms
have become dichotomous, as civil refers to not religious
and, consequently, religious refers to not civil. Yet for the
prophets of ancient Israel, no such disconnect existed.
Indeed, for these individuals there was an inextricable
stablishing the nature of the pro
relationship between what can be considered the horizontal (between humans) and the vertical (between man
phetic character the three core
and God) dimensions of the law. Thus, for example, the
qualities of justice righteousness
prophet Amos condemned the people’s sacrificial offerand love
ings not as a general indictment against religious pracAs demonstrated through the use of etymology,
tices but because the people were neglecting to take care
the Hebraic term nābî’ presupposes an intimate relationof one another.15 In other words, the prophet is demship between the prophet and God. This notion is further
supported by Deuteronomy 18:19 which says that the
onstrating that there is not a dichotomy between justice
Lord Himself places His own words into the mouths of
and righteousness but that the two are interconnected,
the prophets. Yet not only do
with one being unable to exFor these individuals, there was an ist without the other. This
the prophets of ancient Israel
share an intimate relationconnection can be further
inextricable relationship between
ship with God, but they are
demonstrated by looking
what can be considered the
also, essentially, a reflection
at the nature of the words
horizontal and the vertical
of God. That is, the messages
themselves. For the Hebrew
dimensions of the law.
and traits of the prophets of
term sědakâ is understood
ancient Israel serve to reflect
to mean not only justice but
the will and characteristics of God Himself. Thus, by
righteous as well.
elucidating the essential characteristics of the prophets,
With the inextricable relationship between justice
we gain a conception of God’s nature. According to the
and righteousness established, the full meaning of these
Rambam (Maimonides), a prophet is a charismatic inditerms can be derived. We may first begin with the word
vidual who is great in wisdom. He is one who possesses
sědakâ which not only refers to righteousness and justice
hesed (steadfast love) and is willing to condemn acts of
but in fact also translates to mean charity.17 Furthermore,
9
injustice even at the expense of his own life. There are
if we trace the English term for charity to the Latin, we
clearly many descriptive terms that could be taken from
find the word, caritas, meaning from the heart, which imthese definitions; essentially, though, the prophets can be
plies a voluntary act.18 Consequently, an individual is not
depicted by three core qualities: justice, righteousness,
only uncharitable when he does not give charity, but he
and love. Thus, for example, we find Amos rebuking
is also unjust.19 Thus, justice and righteousness refer to
the wealthy class for unjustly taking advantage of the
intimately personal acts of caring for others. In other
poor.10 Also, we read about Isaiah castigating the Israwords, they refer to and emanate from love.
elites for their hypocritical sacrificial offerings.11 Then
again, there is Jeremiah whose father-son analogy is rehe prophets as a reflection of
flective of an individual who harbors a deep-seated love
god s character and will
We may conclude, then, that the prophetic charfor God and man.12
acter is built upon love and from love come righteousefining the relationship among jus
ness and justice. What does this imply about God? If, as
tice righteousness and love and the
demonstrated, the prophets are a reflection of the Lord
unity between morality and religion
and His will. Then we may conclude that God is by naThe aforementioned examples reflect the contemture just and righteous, as essentially, God is love.20 This
porary notions of justice and righteousness to some exconclusion further supports the notion of an inextricable
tent. In today's society, justice is considered in terms of
relationship between morality and religion, which is
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perhaps most evident in Jeremiah 9:23, where the prophet announces:		
[Yahweh] says this, ‘Let the sage not boast of wisdom, nor the valiant of valor, nor the wealthy of
riches! But let anyone who wants to boast, boast
of this: of understanding and knowing me. For
I am [Yahweh], who acts with faithful love, justice, and uprightness on earth; yes, these are what
please me,’ [Yahweh] declares.
The denunciation of false gods and the subsequent appeal for the Israelites to seek and know God demonstrate that morality is the chief demand the Lord makes
of man. Indeed, such an appeal also reflects God’s own
moral nature.21

Distinguishing

the prophetic figures
in the old testament

prophet to incorporate those who prophesied but had no
association with the infamous bands. This incorporation is perhaps most apparent in the book of Jeremiah, as
the terms are used with both positive and negative connotations. For example, during the account of his call,
Jeremiah is referred to as the prophet, whereas in subsequent chapters the prophets are deprecated.28 As Scalise
asserts, this extension in meaning eventually became so
complete that the individuals whose personal names are
ascribed to particular books are now thought of as the
prophets.29

Distinguishing

between the prophets
of ancient israel and the prophets of
other ancient societies

As demonstrated, the prophets of ancient Israel
were unique characters within the context of their own
As demonstrated, the
societies. Yet how do they
prophetic character of the ancompare with the prophets
Not only do the prophets of
cient Israelites was built upon
and seers of other cultures
ancient Israel share an intimate
three unique qualities includand religions? For the term
relationship with God, but they
ing love, justice, and righteousprophet is not unique to the
are also a reflection of God.
ness. An objection might be
Israelites alone. Indeed, there
raised, however, that there are
are countless other ancient soalso other biblical characters within the Israelite culture
cieties throughout the Fertile Crescent that also had figwho are given the title prophet yet are devoid of any of
ures that who were called prophets.30 This fact, in turn,
the defining features hitherto mentioned. Indeed, these
demonstrates that prophecy was common to a wide archaracters were often depicted as teaching lies22 or havray of cultures in addition to that of the Israelites. We
ing delusive visions.23 As Cornill asserts, many of these
might wonder, then, how the Israelite prophets differed
bands of prophets were regarded with little respect, comfrom the individuals in other ancient societies that had
parable to a species of begging-friars or savage, howling
this same appellation. This question can be answered
dervishes.24 We may wonder, then, why the same appelby comparing the relationship between the prophets of
lation was applied to two groups of people with such
these other societies and their gods to that of God and
antithetical natures.
the prophets of ancient Israel.
Although the biblical usage of the term prophet
Among ancient Greeks, we find numerous achas proven to be a rather controversial topic, biblical
counts of prophets, also referred to as seers or divinscholars have continued to formulate possible explanaers. Thus, for example, Homer wrote in his Iliad about
tions. Scalise offers a tentative explanation to this proba prophetess named Cassandra, a strikingly beautiful
lematic issue. Coming from an etymological point of
woman who lived during the Trojan War. Cassandra’s
view, Scalise argues that the stem meaning of the term
role in society was much like that of the prophets in annaba’ in Hebrew translates
cient Israel. Her connection
The reason for the confusion
to mean to prophecy. Howwith the god of wisdom,
ever, the meaning of naba’ in
Apollo, allowed her to serve
between the prophets and those
the Hithpael stem is to rave
his agent, relaying meswho prophesized was a result of the as
or to play the madman.25 This
sages to the people of what
Israelites extending the meaning of was to come. Indeed, the relatter form of the verb was
the term, prophet, to incorporate
action of the citizens in both
originally used in reference to
groups known as the prophets,
those who prophesized but had no societies is strikingly similar.
example, it is said that
the sons of the prophets, or
association with the infamous bands. For
Cassandra foretold Troy’s
prophets of other deities who
destruction. Yet, like the Israelites, the people of ancient
display ecstatic behavior.26 Thus, the Hithpael form of
Greece turned a deaf ear to her words, failing to see that
naba’ can be understood as a characteristic mark that disher visions indicated the intrinsic connection among the
tinguishes the biblical prophetic figures who are named
crescendo of violence and injustice of the state, the suffrom the groups referred to as the prophets or the sons
fering of the people, and the eventual fall of Troy.31
of the prophets.27 In other words, individuals such as
Isaiah or Hosea could prophecy without necessarily beUpon first glance, it would appear that Cassanlonging to the bands known as the prophets.
dra is no different from Biblical prophets such as Isaiah
Scalise conjectures that the reason for the confuor Jeremiah. However, it will become apparent that this
sion between the prophets and those who prophesied was a
is not the case if we reexamine the relationship between
result of the Israelites extending the meaning of the term
Cassandra and the gods. For example, it is said that
8 |Thoroughfare
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lenges the prophets to what can be considered a duel
Apollo bestowed the gift of prophecy on Cassandra due
between Baal and Yahweh. What is poignant about this
to his infatuation with her beauty but then placed a curse
encounter is not only the defeat of Baal, but also what the
on her when she shunned him. Thus, it is apparent that
actions of his prophets reflect. For example, in order to
Cassandra was not given the ability to prophecy on the
summon Baal, the prophets held a religious ceremony in
basis of her own merit but on the basis of a capricious
which they danced round the altar, yelling and shouting
god’s whim, completely contrary to how the charismatic
whilst gouging themselves with knives.34 Indeed, as reindividuals of ancient Israel received their gift of prophcounted in 1 Kings 18, it was a custom for Baal’s prophecy. For, according to the Rambam, the Lord bestows
ets to gash themselves in order
the gift of prophecy only on
to make an impression on their
upright men and women who
god. If these prophets’ actions
possess a powerful characare indicative of their god’s nater and are great in wisdom.32
Through this encounter, we not
ture, then it is highly questiononly learn something about the
able as to whether Baal was innature of the prophetess, but
deed a moral god. As reported
we are also able to see how the
by Weber in his book, Ancient
gods of ancient Greece were beJudaism, the prophets of Baal
lieved to have interacted with
formed an orgiastic cult that
humanity. For in this culture,
had a specifically sexual and
the relationship between man
alcoholic character.35 Hence,
and the gods was void of mothe dichotomy between relirality, with the gods treating
gion and morality that was
human beings much like rag
present in the scenario condolls or playthings. In other
cerning Apollo and Cassandra
words, the concordant unity of
is also found in the case of Baal
morality and religion that is the
and his prophets.
fundamental basis of the Judeo		
In contrast, the
Christian tradition was lacking.
prophets of ancient Israel uniTaking an example from
fied morality and religion, acanother society, we can turn to
tions that reflect the will and
review the relationship between
nature of God. Thus Moses, the
the god Baal and the prophets
archetypical prophet whom
that served him. To his followthe Lord knew face to face,36
ers, Baal was the god of the harfought adamantly against the
vest, bestowing gifts of grain,
immoral practices of Baal’s
wine, oil, and wool.33 Indeed,
worshippers. For example, in
this mighty god was believed to
Leviticus 19:28, Moses makes
provide rain so the crops could
God’s will about self-mutilagrow. It would seem, then, that
tion explicit in the mandate,
the relationship between Baal
You shall not make any cuttings
and his people was one of care
in your flesh for the dead, nor tatand compassion, with the god
too any marks on you: I am the
providing for his people much
LORD. This declaration not
only goes against what was
like a mother provides for her
practiced by Baal’s followers,
child. Thus unlike the gods of
but it is also implicit of the
ancient Greece, Baal appears
to be moral by nature. HowLord’s love for His creation, a
ever, as demonstrated, the relove that is expressed through
lationship between a god and
His prophets.
his prophets is comparable to
The prophets of ancient
a mirror, with the prophets reIsrael were of a unique nature
flecting the essential nature of
both in terms of who they were
Cassandra
the god that they serve. Hence,
and what they revealed about
Painting by Evelyn de Morgan, 1898
it is possible to know someGod’s nature. As demonstratthing about the nature of a god
ed, these charismatic individuby looking at the actions and characters of his prophets.
als were far more than just foretellers of the future. They
Perhaps one of the best and most infamous acwere men and women who shared a deep concern for
counts of the nature of Baal and his prophets comes from
their fellow human beings and for justice, righteousthe Mount Carmel incident. After delivering a lengthy
ness, and, above all, love.
diatribe condemning Baal and his followers, Elijah chalNotes on page 52
Spring 2011|9
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The Sweet-Savor Offerings of Leviticus
L eandra D avis

Though Levitical Offerings are no longer necessary for us to have fellowship with
God, they are far from meaningless. Just as they served as a teaching aid to
Israel, they serve as the basis for our understanding of New Testament theology,
indeed, the whole of Christian doctrine and faith.

“

All Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness, that
the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work”
(2 Timothy 3:16-17). For me, and I trust
many Christians, this is a wonderful,
comforting verse -- a promise that every word is infallible, straight from Him,
and a call to study Scripture in order that
I might mature in my walk with Him.
However, this call is no easy task. It demands
not only faith but intellect. There is much to
be plumbed from the depths of Scripture, yet
without the necessary tools or time, its many
treasures remain hidden. Leviticus is a prime
example, and I will attempt to scratch the surface of a portion of it in the following pages.
Unfortunately, many readers find Leviticus “as barren and unknown as the dry,
trackless wilderness.”i As Christians
in the modern world,
why should we bother
with the antiquated
laws and sacrifices of
ancient Israel? Sadly,
those elements that were
once so vital to man’s relationship with God now seem
irrelevant. Yet, Leviticus is
arguably the most valuable
book of the Old Testament
to Jews and Christians alike.
For Jews, it delineates their
whole religious system and
their way of life, and it
remains an important
text in Judaism today.
For Christians, it lays
the foundation for
10 |Thoroughfare

New Testament theology and Christian doctrine.
ii
The sacrificial rituals described in the first three
chapters of Leviticus, which will be the focus of
my study, foreshadow the work of Christ
on the Cross, teaching Israel about the
coming Messiah and revealing God’s
infinite grace in sending His perfect
Son to die as a sacrifice for us. As Paul
wrote to the Colossians, “Therefore do
not let anyone judge you by what you
eat or drink, or with regard to a religious
festival, a New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. These are a shadow of the things that
were to come; the reality, however, is found in
Christ” (Colossians 2:16-17). Christ and the
Cross are revealed in “shadow” form through
the offerings revealed to the nation of Israel.
The book of Leviticus opens with a call
from the Lord out of the Tabernacle to Moses.
In contrast to Mount Sinai, where most of
the Mosaic Law was revealed to Moses,
the Lord chose the Tabernacle to reveal the law
of the offerings. The
offerings demonstrated God’s grace to Israel
and thus were delivered
from the place of grace, the
Tabernacle. God was revealing Himself to the Children
of Israel through the ritual
shedding of blood, teaching
them about His provision of
grace and foreshadowing the
reality to come: Christ’s shedding of blood on the Cross,
the ultimate manifestation of God’s love and
grace.iii

The

offerings in summary

Leviticus contains five general types of offerings, but my study will be limited to those that reveal
the doctrine of salvation, which are the burnt offering,
meal offering, and peace offering. Before delving into
the specifics of each offering, a brief overview is helpful.
The salvation offerings are classified as “sweet-savor”
(sweet-aroma) offerings because they were burnt on the
altar, emitting a sweet aroma to God. These offerings
were “oblations for acceptance,” made in communion
or in celebration of communion.iv The sacrifices made in
communion were the burnt offerings and meal offerings.
They were acts of devotion to God and a product of free
will, to be given at any time as the individual desired.
Sacrifices made in celebration of communion were peace
offerings. The peace offering was shared among the offerer, priest, and God, symbolizing a celebratory meal
shared in communion.1

The

burnt offering: propitiation of
god

The first offering described is the burnt offering.
With this sacrifice, God revealed to the Israelites how
they, as sinful, mortal creatures, might obtain access to
God. Through the sacrifice of an innocent animal, He
demonstrated the doctrine of propitiation, which was
brought to reality with the work of Jesus Christ on the
Cross. When Jesus Christ, perfect man and undiminished deity, died on the Cross as a sacrifice for us, the
justice of God was satisfied, and all of mankind were
provided the means to fellowship with Him. As we are
told in Hebrews, “But this Man, after He had offered one
sacrifice for sins forever, sat down at the right hand of
God, from that time waiting till His enemies are made
His footstool. For by one offering He has perfected forever those who are being sanctified” (10:12-14).
The burnt offering was not typically made first,
but it is given first because it was “the essential offering of the sanctuary” and the one most often performed.v
The offerer was to bring forth “a male without blemish;
he shall offer it of his own free will at the door of the
tabernacle of meeting before the LORD” (Leviticus 1:3).
The fact that the animal was without blemish, symbolically without sin, is fundamental to understanding the
doctrine of propitiation. The animal without blemish
was killed in place of the offerer, as a substitute for him:
“Then he shall put his hand on the head of the burnt
offering, and it will be accepted on his behalf to make
atonement for him” (Leviticus 1:4). So too, Christ died
as a substitute for us: “For He made Him who knew no
sin to be sin for us, that we might become the righteousness of God in Him” (2 Corinthians 5:21).
As a sweet-savor offering, the burnt offering was
consumed by fire on the altar, emitting a pleasing aroma
to the Lord and satisfying Him (propitiation). Unlike
the other offerings to follow, the entire animal was consumed by the fire. In other words, the offering belonged
entirely to God. For Christians, this particular aspect is
most profound. For, just as Christ submitted Himself entirely to the will of God the Father, we are commanded

to surrender everything to God. Leviticus 1:8 specifies
that every portion of the animal was burned on the altar:
the head, the legs, and the fat. The head symbolizes our
thoughts, the legs our walk, and the fat, greatly prized in
ancient times, symbolizes the best portion of all that we
have.vi Accordingly, God accepts every portion without
exception. God is satisfied or propitiated by the pleasing
aroma, and atonement is made. The sacrifice provided
the offerer access to God, just as sinful man is provided
access to God through Christ.vii As Jesus told Thomas, “I
am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Me” (John 14:6).
For the burnt offering, the offerer could bring an
animal of the herd, of the flock, or of the fowls, according to his economic status.viii As long as the individual
brought the best he could afford, the animal was acceptable to the Lord. No one was prevented access to God
based on monetary means or social status.ix The symbols
of the bull, lamb, and turtledove described in Leviticus
are also applicable to the doctrine of propitiation. Each
category represents a meaningful aspect of Christ and
His work. The bull suggests the idea of service and represents Jesus Christ as a servant, as in the Suffering Servant of Isaiah 53. The lamb illustrates Christ’s “passive
submission without a murmur:” “He was led as a lamb
to the slaughter, and as a sheep before its shearers is silent, so He opened not His mouth” (Isaiah 53:7).x And
finally, the turtledove depicts Jesus as the Resurrected
One.xi
The burnt offering underscores the fundamental
truth of the law and the gospel, namely that a substitutionary sacrifice is necessary to obtain access to God.
As G. J. Wenham comments, “God in his mercy allowed
sinful man to offer a ransom payment for sins, so that he
escaped the death penalty that his iniquities merit. As
ransoms are wont to be, the burnt offering was a high
price to pay.”xii We, too, deserve death, but the Lamb of
God was sacrificed at the altar of the Cross as a substitute for us, so that coming to Him in faith and receiving
His offer of salvation we might abide in Him eternally.

The

meal offering: dedicated to the
person of jesus christ

The second sweet-savor offering is the meal offering, which reiterates the doctrine of propitiation with
particular emphasis on the Person of Christ.xiii It is the
only offering listed without meat or the shedding of
blood. It consisted of grain or cakes: “his offering shall
be of fine flour. And he shall pour oil on it, and put frankincense on it” (Lev. 2:1). It was an expression of gratitude
on the part of the offerer and “an acknowledgement that
everything the offerer had and was belonged to God.”xiv
Part of the offering was eaten by the priest, designating
it as holy, and the token portion was burned on the altar,
satisfying God. In this light, the meal offering emphasizes the symbol of Christ as the bread of the life2 and
“shows us that Christ not only provided us with salvation by His death, but also provided a pattern by His
life.”xv
The materials of fine flour, oil, and frankincense
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less grace and admonishing His children to walk accordare powerful symbols that shed light on the Person of
ing to His will.
Jesus Christ. Each element highlights an aspect of Christ,
which qualified Him as the perfect sacrifice and which
he peace offering man reconciled
Christians are called to model in their walk. The same
with god
elements the Israelites were instructed to include in their
The third and final sweet-savor offering is the
offering, we must include in our life and deeds. The fine
peace offering, which was made in celebration of comflour highlights Christ’s perfection. There is no “unevenmunion. The peace offering is unique from the other ofness” in fine flour, no bran or chaff to mar its texture or
ferings in one particularly profound aspect. Unlike the
appearance, just as Christ was without sin or fault to mar
burnt offering with which God is satisfied and the meal
His perfect character.xvi Here again, Christ’s perfection is
emphasized in contrast with man’s sinful nature: “for all
offering with which the priest is satisfied also, the peace
have sinned and fall short of the glory of God” (Romans
offering satisfies all three parties: God, the priest, and
3:23). The next element in the meal offering is oil, which
the offerer. This communal meal represents the doctrine
traditionally represents the Holy Spirit in this instance
of reconciliation. Whereas the burnt offering illustrates
as well as many other places in the Bible. For Andrew
God’s propitiation at the Cross, the peace offering ilJukes, the meal offering depicts the moment when “the
lustrates “the manward side of the Cross.”xxii In other
Holy Ghost descended on
words, when Jesus Christ,
[Christ] visibly” in the Gospel When Jesus Christ died on the Cross, as God-Man, chose to obey
of Luke. After “God anointed the justice of God was satisfied, and the will of the Father and die
Jesus of Nazareth with the
on the Cross, He removed
all of mankind were provided the
Holy Ghost and power,” He
the barrier of sin that sepameans to felllowship with Him.
was permanently united with
rated man from God. With
the Spirit; the grain and oil
this event, the provision
were always together. Likewise, the meal offering could
was made for man to be reconciled with God. He was
not be performed without the oil. It was the essential inat peace with God. The peace offering of Leviticus shadgredient.xvii This point applies to Christians also. Without
ows what took place on the Cross, as Paul explained to
the Ephesians:
the filling of the Holy Spirit, we are powerless, and all
For He Himself is our peace, who has made
our actions are products of the energy of the flesh. Christ
both one, and has broken down the middle wall
walked by means of the Spirit. All His deeds were acof separation, having abolished in His flesh the
complished through the power of the Spirit. Therefore,
enmity, that is, the law of commandments conin fulfilling God’s call to image Christ, our offerings, our
tained in ordinances, so as to create in Himself
works, must bear the unction of the Holy Spirit.
one new man from the two, thus making peace,
Frankincense, the third ingredient in the meal ofand that He might reconcile them both to God
fering, was one of the most precious perfumes of the anin one body through the cross, thereby putting
cient world. It was to be burned along with the grains on
to death the enmity. And He came and preached
the altar, emitting a sweet aroma. Just as Christ’s work on
peace to you who were afar off and to those who
the Cross, His trial by fire, satisfied the Lord, the aroma
were near. For through Him we both have access
of the burning frankincense was said to be pleasing or
by one Spirit to the Father
satisfying to God. In contrast
(Ephesians 2:14-18).
to frankincense, honey was
With the peace offering, God made In
keeping with this internot permitted in the offering.
For, though it is sweet, it is it clear that first atonement must be pretation, Allen Ross points
out that the peace offer“fermentable” or easily cormade, and then man can have
ing was always performed
rupted.xviii It was considered
fellowship with Him.
after the burnt offering,
“sweetness from the earth”
“actually being placed on
and reflects those good deeds
top of the burnt offering and so symbolically based on
that are a product of the flesh not the Spirit.xix Similarly,
the offering could not contain leaven or yeast. Like honatonement.”xxiii As believers, we have peace with God
ey, yeast is subject to fermentation, a picture of sin and
based on Christ’s sacrifice on the Cross.
corruption.xx The exclusion of anything subject to corSimilar to the burnt offering, the offerer was inruption is in keeping with the following command: “evstructed to bring an animal without blemish, according
ery offering of your grain offering you shall season with
to his economic status: a bull, lamb, or goat. However,
salt; you shall not allow the salt of the covenant of your
in this case, the animal could be male or female. R. B.
God to be lacking from your grain offering. With all your
Thieme suggests that this is an important detail too often
offerings you shall offer salt” (Lev. 2:13). Salt as a preignored that is relevant to the fact that Jesus Christ in His
servative emphasizes not only the purity of Christ, but
humanity was male. Therefore, the burnt offering, which
also God’s faithfulness to the covenant. Furthermore, the
pictured the death of Christ on the Cross, necessarily insalt served as a physical reminder of God’s promises to
volved a male animal.xxiv While the burnt sacrifice taught
xxi
the Children of Israel. Thus, with each element, God
the specifics of Christ’s work on the Cross, the peace ofrevealed the nature of Christ, demonstrating His matchfering celebrated the result of His work: peace with God.
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to Christians of the new covenant and “a witness of our
Thus, the gender was not significant.
As was customary for animal sacrifices, the offerfaith that we have been justified by his sacrificed body
er would “lay his hand on the head of his offering” (Leand blood.”xxviii
viticus 3:2), signifying “a transfer of the intentions and
With each ritual, each ceremonial offering, God
emotions to the victim.”xxv After the animal was killed
taught the Israelites about the Messiah. Through His
at the door of the Tabernacle and the blood sprinkled
grace, He instructed them on the doctrine of salvation
around the altar, the kidneys and fat were removed and
– how they as sinful creatures might form a relationoffered to God by burning them on the altar. The kidneys
ship with Him. Each element of the burnt offering unwere considered the “seat of the emotions (i.e. the will
derscores the need for atonement through bloodshed
and other related emotional
and foreshadows the work
instincts).”xxvi By offering
of
Jesus Christ on the Cross.
Leviticus is arguably the most
the kidneys, the individual valuable book of the Old Testament The meal offering emphademonstrated his desire to
sizes the perfect nature of
to Jews and Christians alike.
dispossess his own personal
the sacrifice. In order to satdesires and do God’s will.
isfy God’s perfect justice, the
Moreover, the edict that
Messiah had to be as “fine
the Israelites should “eat
flour” with no sign of corneither fat nor blood” was
ruption or defilement and
given in the context of the
willing to submit His will
peace offering. The fat was
entirely to God the Father. Jesus Christ was the
reserved for God: “all the
last and ultimate sweetfat is the LORD’s,” emsavor offering that perphasizing that all that is
manently and perfectly
good and best belongs to
satisfied God. Finally, the
God and comes from God
peace offering celebrates
(Leviticus 3:16). The blood
man’s position with God
was prohibited because it
as a result of atonement.
was reserved for atoneAs a communal meal
ment: “For the life of the
shared by God, the priest,
flesh is in the blood, and I
and the offerer, it reflects
have given it to you upon
the altar to make atoneGod’s gracious reception
ment for your souls; for
of sinful man and man’s
it is the blood that makes
appreciation and memoatonement for the soul”
rial of His covenant with
(Leviticus 17:11).xxvii With
them.
the peace offering, God
God prepared the Chilmade it clear that first
dren of Israel for “The
atonement must be made,
Lamb of God who takes
and then man can have fellowship with Him. Blood had
away the sin of the world” (John 1:29), teaching them
to be shed for man to have access to God. With each aniin shadow form about the reality of the Cross. Once the
mal sacrifice, the Israelites foreshadowed the death of JeLamb was sacrificed on the altar of the Cross, the Levitisus Christ. Ultimately, the blood of Christ provided man
cal offerings were no longer necessary. However, though
with permanent access to God, fulfilling the law and
they are no longer necessary for us to have fellowship
putting an end to animal sacrifice. “He takes away the
with Him, they are far from meaningless. Just as they
first that He may establish the second. By that will we
served as a teaching aid to Israel, they serve as the basis
have been sanctified through the offering of the body of
for our understanding of New Testament theology, inJesus Christ once for all” (Hebrews 10:9-10).
deed, the whole of Christian doctrine and faith. What on
the surface seems obscure and antiquated is in reality the
After the fat and the kidneys were offered to the
key to our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, and advancing
Lord, the remaining elements of the sacrificial animal
our relationship with Him now and in eternity.
were shared among the priest, the offerer, and the priest’s
children, as a communal meal. The concept of the communal meal is one with which modern Christians can
“He takes away the first that He may establish
easily relate. In the Eucharist, Christians shadow the sacthe second. By that will we have been sanctirifice of Jesus the Messiah. We share Holy Communion
fied through the offering of the body of Jesus
in rememberance of Christ’s body and blood, which
made atonement for us, removing the enmity (the barriChrist once for all” (Hebrews 10:9-10)
er of sin) between man and God. Furthermore, just as the
peace offering served as a physical reminder of Israel’s
Notes on page 52
covenant with God, the Eucharist serves as a reminder
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Campus Carry
The Debate Over Gun Rights on College Campuses
L auren C ooper

With campus violence on the rise, Texas lawmakers are considering legislation
which will give Concealed Hangun License holders the legal right to carry selfdefense weapons on college campuses.

W

(DPE) reports that murder rates on college campuses
e like to believe that college campuses are idylin the United States are climbing steeply. A total of 28
lic cocoons of safety, insulated from the violence
on-campus murders were reported in 2005, and in 2006,
and danger of the “outside world.” We idealize them as
colleges in America experienced 25 murders.2 In 2007,
places where students and faculty can immerse themthe number of campus murders spiked to 66, more than
selves in the rigors and pleasures of education without
double the numbers of 2005 and 2006.3 In addition to
fear for their safety, or for their lives. But this ideal is
murder, the rate of other violent crimes such as rape is
not reality. The sad reality is that college campuses are
startlingly high. In 2005, 3,583 instances of campus rape
becoming increasingly dangerous. Tragedies such as the
were reported, 1115 of them on private college camVirginia Tech Massacre and the shootings at Northern Ilpuses.4 Of course, these numbers include only reported
linois University should serve as warnings that college
rapes; the Bureau of Justice Statistics reports that only
campuses are not safe havens; but we watch the news,
40% of violent sexual crimes are reported to the authoriand hear the stories, and while we are shocked and sadties.5 Considering these numbers, it is clear that college
dened at tragedies such as the ones at Virginia Tech and
campuses are not safe havens. Even in the halls of higher
Northern Illinois University, we think to ourselves that
education, we are subject to the same dangers, the same
this incomprehensible violence could never infect our
threats, as we are off-campus.
campus, our community. We are wrong. College campusBut college campuses
es are not special; they are
are
also ideal targets for
not immune from violence,
a
particular
brand of vioand the blind belief that they
lence:
school
shootings. We
are can be deadly.
all
are
familiar
with wellIt is true that colpublicized
events
such as
lege campuses are statistithe
Virginia
Tech
Massacally safer than the cities
cre,
in
which
Seung-Hui
or towns in which they are
Cho murdered 32 people:
situated, and campus crime
27 students and 5 faculty
rates consistently fall well
members. What is not so
below the national aver1
well known is that at least
ages. But a look at actual
one campus shooting has
numbers shows that violent
occurred nearly every
crime is a growing problem
year in the United States
on college campuses across
since 2000. This violence
The
2007
Massacre
at
Virginia
Tech
claimed
32
lives
America. The Department
affects every type of colPhoto
courtesy
Brett
Weinstein.
Creative
Commons
License
of Postsecondary Education
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lege and university in the United States: public, private,
• Not in five years preceding the submission
of application been convicted of a class A or
Ivy League, and religious. Figure 1 lists many of the less
class B misdemeanor.
well-known campus shootings that have occurred since
• Never been convicted of a felony or equiva2000, the campus on which the violence occurred, and
lent offense.
the number of victims.
• Not be under a protective order.
Sadly, the data reveal that the frequency of campus violence is rising. The FBI recently released a study that care• Not be chemically dependent.
fully examines several characteristics of campus attacks
• Not be of unsound mind.
and attempts to provide information that will aid in the
• Not be delinquent in paying taxes, fines,
improvement of campus security. However, the study
fees, child support, student loans, etc.
admits that “it is unknown what may have caused the in•
Complete the required training for firearm
6
crease in incidents identified during the past 20 years.”
proficiency.
Even the FBI is unable to provide an explanation for the
An applicant is granted a CHL only if all of the qualificarise in campus violence; it concedes that “understandtions listed above are met. In addition to meeting these
ing what leads an offender to exclusively target random
qualifications, an applicant must also provide extensive
individuals remains a complex and difficult challenge.”7
personal information to state authorities.9 These requireFaced with the reality of an unexplainable rise in campus
ments ensure that a license to possess a concealed handviolence, institutions across the nation are scrambling to
gun is not given to criminals or other persons likely to
better understand the warning signs of campus violence
commit a violent crime.
and enact policies to improve on-campus safety.
Opponents also express fear that not all CHL liIn addition to prompting colleges and universicense holders are law-abiding citizens. This is true: in
ties to revisit their campus security policies, campus
very rare cases, some CHL holders break the law, but it
shootings have sparked a renewed nation-wide debate
is extremely rare that CHL holders commit a crime inover gun rights in America. The question of whether
volving violence or weapons. A recent study conducted
to allow students and faculty who possess a concealed
by William E. Sturdevant of the Texas Concealed Handhandgun license to carry a firearm for self-defense purgun Association (TCHA) demonstrates that concealed
poses on campus is the major issue. Proponents, such as
handgun license holders are far less likely to commit a
the student organization Students for Concealed Carry
crime, particularly a violent one, than are non-CHL holdon Campus, say that allowing responsible, licensed
ers. In this study, Sturdevant
gun-owners to carry their
compares the arrest rate of
weapons on-campus will enIn Texas, Non-CHL holders are 7.7
Texas CHL license holders
able students and faculty to
times more likely to be convicted of to the arrest rate of the entire
protect themselves against
a violent crime than CHL holders
Texas population (CHL noncampus violence. Opponents,
holders) from 1996 through
including the student group
2000. His analysis concludes that “[t]he average male
Students for Gun Free Schools, fear that more guns on
Texan who is 21 years or older is 7.7 times more likely to
campus will lead to more violence, and that on-campus
be arrested for the violent crimes of murder, rape, robsafety should be left in the hands of security personnel.
bery, and assault than the average CHL holder.”10 In
This debate is known as the Campus Carry debate, and
terms of individual crime categories, Sturdevant conTexas is one state currently considering Campus Carry
cludes that male non-CHL holders 21 years or older are
legislation.
1.7 times more likely to be arrested for murder, 87 times
The arguments on both sides of the debate are
more likely to be arrested for rape, 53 times more likely
compelling; however opponents of Campus Carry base
to be arrested for robbery, and 3.4 times more likely to
many of their arguments on misconceptions and asbe arrested for aggravated assault.11 Additionally, a male
sumptions about concealed handgun license (CHL)
non-CHL holder is 18 times more likely to be arrested for
holders, and about the realities of the dangers American
committing a non-violent crime than is a man who holds
students now face. Many opponents of Campus Carry
a CHL.12 The same statistical trends are largely true for
are unfamiliar with the requirements an applicant must
women: a female non-CHL holder is 7.7 times more likely
meet in order to qualify for a CHL. Requirements vary
to be arrested for violent crimes than is a woman who
by state, but in Texas, applicants must meet the followdoes not hold a CHL.13
ing criteria to qualify for a concealed handgun license:
Sturdevant’s findings are supported by the Texas
• Must be a legal Texas resident for at least six
Department of Public Safety’s report on conviction rates
months prior to application for a CHL.
of CHL holders. These reports detail conviction data of
all crime categories, including violent and non-violent
• Be at least 21 years old.
crimes. From 2000 through 2009, the conviction rate for
• Be fully qualified under federal and state law to
CHL holders is less than half of one percent of the total
purchase a handgun.
convictions in the state of Texas (figure 2).14 The aver• Pass a federal and state criminal backage of the CHL conviction rates of all crimes (including
ground check, including military service
and juvenile records.
non-violent crimes) from this time period is 0.20 percent.
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Figure 1: Notable Campus Shootings Since 2000 i

Date

Campus

Victims

6/28/2000

University of Washington

1 death
1 suicide

8/28/2000

University of Arkansas

1 death
1 suicide

9/28/2000

Gallaudet University

2 deaths

5/18/2001

Pacific Lutheran University

1 death
1 suicide

1/16/2002

Appalachian School of
Law

3 deaths
3 injuries

10/28/2002

University of Arizona

3 deaths
1 suicide

5/9/2003

Case Western Reserve
University

1 death
2 injuries

9/3/2006

Shepherd University

2 deaths
1 suicide

9/17/2006

Duquesne University

5 injuries

4/2/2007

University of Washington:
Seattle

1 death
1 suicide

4/16/2007

Virginia Tech

32 deaths
25 injuries
1 suicide

9/21/2007

Delaware State
University

1 death
1 injury

9/30/2007

University of Memphis

1 death

12/9/2007

Youth with a Mission
Missionary Training School

5 deaths
5 injuries

2/8/2008

Louisiana Technical College

2 deaths
1 suicide

2/14/2008

Northern Illinois University

5 deaths
21 injuries
1 suicide

10/27/2008

University of Central
Arkansas

2 deaths
1 injury

1/21/2009

Virginia Tech

1 death

4/10/2009

Henry Ford Communiy
College

1 death
1 suicide

4/26/2009

Hampton University

3 injuries

5/6/2009

Wesleyan University

1 death

5/18/2009

Harvard University

1 death

9/8/2009

Yale University

1 death

2/12/2010

University of Alabama:
Huntsville

3 deaths
3 injuries

10/3/2010

Mid-Atlantic Christian U.

1 death

i. Campus Shootings (crimes involving guns) which have resulted
in multiple injuries and / or at least one death. Stabbing incidents
not included. Data compiled from Wikipedia: List of School Related Attacks

Figure 2: Comparison of Conviction rates of CHL
Holders vs. Non CHL Holders i

i. Displays total annual convictions of CHL holders vs. Non CHL holders. Data compiled from Texas Dept. of Public Safety Regulatory
Licensing Service: Concealed Handgun Licensing Bureau
2000 - 2009

19 of the 32 victims of the Virginia Tech Massacre
were eligible to obtain a concealed handgun
license in the state of Virginia.

Colleges are too crowded to safely allow concealed weapons on campuses.

Colleges are no more crowded than restaurants, movie theaters, office
buildings, hotels, or other public areas where concealed handguns are
allowed. The nature of college campuses necessitates one's ability to defend oneself by force. A large mass of unarmed people makes a perfect
target for violent criminals.

A person with a gun could 'snap' and go on a
killing spree.

This is true: we have seen this happen too many times on campuses
in America. The data in Texas prove that those likely to go on killing
sprees are not CHL holders; they are unstable individuals who obtain
and bring weapons on campuses illegally.

A dangerous person might jump someone
who is legally carrying a gun, take it, and use
it to do harm.

This scenario is highly unlikely because CHL holders must keep their
weapons concealed. This dangerous person would have no way of
knowing which students or faculty are armed. There are much easier
methods by which a would-be criminal could obtain a firearm than by
attacking a CHL holder.

Dorms are notoriously vulnerable to theft.
It would be too easy for someone to steal an
unattended firearm from a dorm.

This is a legitimate concern, but several safeguards could be put in place
to prevent this from happening: the requirement of special gun safes in
the dorm rooms of students who possess firearms, or monitored dorm
community gun lock-ups in which students must check their guns in
and out.

It is possible that a gun might go off by accident.

This is possible, but CHL holders are trained in the safe handling of
their weapons, and the modern safety mechanisms on firearms significantly reduce the liklihood of this happening.

Allowing Campus Carry would probably
not help prevent a Virginia-Tech-style massacre because most students are too young to
obtain a CHL.

19 of the 32 victims of the Virginia Tech massacre were over 21. If only
one of them had been a CHL holder and allowed to carry their weapon
on campus, many lives might have been spared.

Colleges are emotionally volatile environments. Allowing guns on campus will turn
classrooms into crime scenes.

College campuses are already being turned into crime scenes by non
CHL holders who possess weapons illegally. The same argument was
used in opposition to CHL legislation out of concern that minor, daily
disputes would escalate and result in shootouts, but this has not proven
to be the case, especially in Texas.

The college lifestyle is defined by alcohol and
drug use. Why would any sane person want
to add guns to that mix?

Guns are already in the mix on campuses, and colleges are not the only
places where alcohol and drug use are prevalent. Furthermore, a person
who has a documented history of violence, drug, or alcohol abuse
would be ineligible for a CHL in Texas. In addition, it is a felony for
CHL holders to possess a firearm while under the influence of drugs or
alcohol. CHL holders know this and respect the laws that enable them
to defend themselves.

In a Virginia Tech - style massacre, an armed
student or faculty member would only make
things worse.

How could anything be worse than the uncontested slaughter of dozens
of innocent people? How could an action with the potential to stop a
deranged killer be 'worse' than allowing the killer to continue murdering innocent people?

The job of defending campuses against violence should be left to the professionals.

No one is suggesting that CHL holders should be charged with the duty
of protecting campuses. CHL holders are only responsible for their own
safety. CHL holders should be able to protect themselves on campus, the
same way they're allowed to protect themselves almost everywhere else
off-campus. A U.S. Secret Service report explains that in 37 instances of
campus shootings, over half of the incidents were resolved or ended
before campus security or police arrived on the scene.
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drop in campus crime in Utah after the passage of CamThese data strongly suggest that Texas CHL holders
pus Carry legislation supports the contention that CHL
pose no significant threat to the safety of the public, nor
holders pose no credible threat to the college commuto students and faculty of college campuses.
Opponents of Campus Carry often express the
nity, and that the presence of legal firearms on campus
fear that more guns on campus will lead to more vioserves to prevent campus crime.
lence, but the effects of allowing students and faculty
In addition to the general fear that more guns
who possess a CHL to carry firearms on campus is demwill result in more violence on campus, opponents of
onstrated in Utah, which passed legislation in 2006 alCampus Carry express more specific fears regarding
lowing Campus Carry on state-funded college campusthe effects of concealed handguns on campus. One such
es. The Utah legislation states that state-funded colleges
fear is that Campus Carry would lead to an increase in
and universities may not ban or prohibit CHL holders
suicide rates among college students. This fear, although
from possessing or using firearms on campus.15 While
valid, is misplaced. A University of Oregon study on
this legislation decriminalizes the possession of a firesuicide trends among young people explains that 90%
arm by a CHL holder on any college campus in the state,
of suicides are committed in the home.24 Most college
including private colleges and universities, it does allow
students over the age of 21 (the required age to obtain a
private schools to make their own rules regarding the
CHL in most states) do not live in campus housing, but
possession of firearms on campus.16 Under this legislarather live off campus where Campus Carry laws would
tion, private colleges and universities may ban or allow
not apply. A student who lives off-campus could have a
the on-campus possession of firearms as they see fit; but
gun in the home regardless of the legality of bringing it
even on campuses on which firearms are banned, a CHL
on campus. Therefore, allowing Campus Carry would
holder in possession of a firearm would be violating
have a very minimal impact, if any impact at all, on suionly campus policy, not the law.
cide rates among college students.
Campus Carry opponents often are surprised to
Opponents also express concern about the effects
learn that since this legislation was enacted in 2006, none
that Campus Carry would have on the learning environof the 30 university campuses in Utah has suffered from
ment of colleges and universities. They feel that students
a single “incident of gun violence (including threats and
and faculty would be extremely nervous about their
suicides), a single gun accident, or a single gun theft.”17
safety if guns were permitted on campus. Sadly, as we
A representative of the Unihave seen from the increase
versity of Utah’s police dein
school shootings and vioCollege campuses in Utah have
partment who did not wish
lence, guns are already on
seen a significant decline in
to be quoted confirmed this
college campuses, and they
violence
since the passage of
information and explained
are not in the hands of liCampus Carry legislation in 2006
that the campus crime rate
censed, vetted gun owners.
has lessened drastically since
This fact reveals the naïve
belief that simply because open environment campuses
the passing of the 2006 legislation.18 The University of
(meaning campuses with no entrance controls such as
Utah’s 2010 crime report corroborates the representametal detectors) are “gun-free zones,” that no guns will
tive’s claim. From 2007 through 2009, no instances of
make their way on campus. A sign or a law is not going
murder or manslaughter occurred on campus.20 Also,
to keep a criminal from bringing a gun on campus, as evthe frequency of rape on campus is significantly less
idenced from the tragically long list of school shootings
than the national average, which is 27.7 rapes per 1,000
over the last ten years. It will, however, prohibit lawfemale students on a given college campus.20 The Uniabiding, licensed gun owners from being able to protect
versity of Utah’s total enrollment is more than 30,000
themselves should they be in immediate danger. The
students, and over three years, from 2007 through 2009,
real source of distraction to the learning environment of
only 10 instances of rape occurred on campus.21 In Utah
college campuses is the continuing threat of violence at
at least, it appears that the ability of CHL holders to posthe hands of non-CHL holders, and the fact that students
sess firearms on campus serves to deter violent crimes.
and faculty are prohibited from defending themselves
In consideration of Utah’s experience with Camon campus.
pus Carry, the state of Colorado also recently passed
legislation that legalizes the possession of firearms on
These arguments represent the primary concerns
college campuses. Colorado’s law, however, does not
of opponents of Campus Carry. Understandably, oppomandate that state-funded schools allow firearms on
nents worry about the safety of the students and faculty
campus. Instead, it allows each school to set its own poliof America’s colleges and universities and wish to do
cies regarding Campus Carry.22 Colorado State Universieverything possible to minimize danger on college camty is currently the only four-year university in Colorado
puses. They also want students and faculty to feel safe
that permits Campus Carry, but other universities in the
on campus, but prohibiting one's ability to defend onestate are considering lifting the ban.23 Understandably,
self and fostering a false sense of safety do not achieve
institutions are hesitant to enact any policy that could
this goal, just as the prohibition of guns does not keep
potentially endanger students and faculty, but no evithem off college campuses. Similar arguments against
dence exists supporting the fear that the legal possession
concealed firearms were used when Texas legislators
of guns on campuses will lead to crime. Conversely, the
were attempting to pass CHL legislation in the early
18 |Thoroughfare
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graduate studies, I completed my undergraduate work
1990s, but many of these former opponents now extoll
at the University of Houston Downtown, a campus situthe virtues of concealed handguns. Several former oppoated on the north side of Downtown Houston, directly
nents have commented on the positive outcome of this
across the street from the city jail. UHD is an extremely
legislation:
open campus, and although the security officers are at“I lobbied against the law in 1993 and 1995 betentive and diligent in their duties, they are not always
cause I thought it would lead to wholesale armed
able to prevent crimes from occurring on campus. Luckconflict. That hasn’t happened. All the horror stoily, I was never the victim of any crime at UHD, but
ries I thought would come to pass didn’t happen.
persons who admitted that they had just been released
No bogeyman. I think it’s worked out well, and
from jail and needed money for the bus aggressively apthat says good things about the citizens who have
proached me on several occasions. Needless to say, these
permits. I’m a convert.” – Glenn White, president
occurrences were highly unnerving, and I fervently
of the Dallas Police Assosociation 25
“I . . . [felt] that such legislation present[ed] a clear
wished that I were legally able to carry my self-defense
and present danger to law-abiding citizens by
weapon with me on campus.
placing more handguns on our streets. Boy was
I do feel safer here at UST, but my desire to proI wrong. Our experience in Harris County, and
tect myself has not slackened. The UST security policy
indeed statewide, has proven my fears absolutely
states that “each individual who enters the campus
groundless.” – John Holmes, Harris County Dismust . . . assume the responsibility for his or her own
trict Attorney 26
safety,” but the current situation forbids us from takGiven the fact that the responsible, law-abiding citizens
ing responsibility for our personal safety.28 How can an
who currently possess CHL licenses are the same people
institution insist that we relinquish our ability and our
who would carry guns on college campuses, it is highly
2nd Amendment right to defend ourselves while simulunlikely that Campus Carry will result in any tragedies
taneously refusing any responsibility or liability for our
or negative repercussions for students or faculty.
safety on campus? The sad reality of the situation is that
colleges and universities are micro-societies, subject to
The current Campus Carry bill being considered
the same dangers and threats found anywhere else. In a
by the Texas Legislature was written and proposed by
perfect world, institutions of higher learning would be
State Senator Jeff Wentworth who represents District 25
entirely safe, and students
(San Antonio). In his January
and
faculty would have no
20, 2011 press release entitled
The 2nd Amendment to the
reason to fear for their safety
“Why Campus Carry? To
United States Constitution states that while on campus. But this
Save Lives,” Senator Wentworth explains his motiva- the right of the people to keep and is not a perfect world. Guns
are on college campuses, but
tion for introducing this piece
bear arms shall not be infringed
only in the possession of
of legislation. He describes
those who disregard the law and may have malicious
the tragic events at Virginia Tech on April 16, 2007 and
and violent motives.
explains:
“That is why . . . I, along with 13 co-authors,
Will the ability of CHL holders to possess firefiled Senate Bill 354 to allow those with [CHL’s]
arms on campus eliminate crime? No, as we have seen
to carry handguns into college and university
in Utah, it does serve to deter violent crime. Does the
buildings, dormitories, and classrooms. I want to
possession of a firearm guarantee one’s personal safety?
put an element of doubt in a potential shooter’s
No, but it does guarantee us the chance to defend ourmind. And, if some deranged person does open
selves against violence. Disarmed, we have no chance,
fire in a Texas college classroom or dormitory, I
as proven by the wholesale slaughter at Virginia Tech
want to give faculty, staff and students the abilin 2007. As tragic events such as the Virginia Tech Masity to defend themselves. . . . I see no reason why
sacre and the shootings at Northern Illinois University
students, faculty and staff inside campus builddemonstrate, Campus Security cannot ensure the safety
ings should give up [their Second Amendment]
and security of students and faculty. Even if Senator Jeff
right, especially to mentally deranged or suicidal
Wentworth’s Campus Carry legislation passes in the
lawbreakers.”27
Texas Legislature, under this law UST will still have the
option to deny its students, faculty, and staff the right to
Senator Wentworth’s bill is very similar to that of Utah,
possess concealed firearms on campus. If we, as memwhich was passed in 2006. It legalizes the possession of
bers of the UST community, are required to take responfirearms by CHL holders on Texas college campuses but
sibility for our own safety then we must be allowed to
does allow private colleges and universities to draft their
take the necessary steps to ensure our ability to defend
own policies regarding firearms. But just as in Utah, a
ourselves.
student in possession of a firearm on a private campus
that prohibits guns would not be in violation of the law,
only of the campus’ policy.
For more information on this topic, please visit:
As a gun-owning, CHL holder, I sincerely hope
www.concealedcampus.org
that the Texas Campus Carry legislation is passed. Alwww.campuscarry.com
though I now attend the University of St. Thomas for my

Notes on page 53
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Greenwashing
Are American Companies Cashing In on the Green Craze?
B ita K aramzadeh
The “Green” craze has swept the nation: eco-minded consumers are eager to
purchase products that they feel are beneficial to the environment, and companies are equally eager to cash in on this craze to grow their bottom line.

G

duction of these products they call “green.” According
reen is a very ambiguous word in today’s culture.
to one curious customer probing for answers, she found
Roughly a decade ago, the word green started to
a tag hidden underneath a wallet that read, “This prodpresent itself as Al Gore brought the term to our attenuct contains chemicals known to the State of California
tion with the hope of bettering the environment, and it
to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive
was soon heard by a great number of people around the
harm. This product is not intended for children.” She
world. As a result of this awareness, many corporations
was outraged by the misleading fact that the wallet was
have begun taking advantage of the term green to make
used explicitly as a symbol of going green, which was
their businesses seem environmentally friendly. This
not the reality. This practice of giving the wrong idea or
practice is done to attract customers, increase sales, and
impression that any corporation has "gone green” or usmanipulate the consumer to think they are contributing the term green to sell products is once again a clear
ing to the improvement the environment. For example,
example of greenwashing. Clearly, this is a problem. It is
in order to clear your conscience, you may purchase a
a deceptive way to capitalize on people’s concern to save
product labeled “green” and think, “I just bought this
the environment.
green product; therefore, I am making the world a better
The consequence-based theory is used by big
place.” This thought process is known as greenwashing.
corporations
to tell the consumer that by buying their
Greenwashing is the deceptive use of the word green as a
“green” products, they will
marketing strategy to attract
positively
influence the
consumers and to increase
“Greenwashing” is the deceptive
world. Based on the acceprevenue.
use of the term green as a
tance of this theory, consumA more concrete exmarketing
strategy
to
attract
ers are buying into the green
ample
of
greenwashing
customers
and
to
increase
craze. However, in the case
abused as a marketing tactic
of greenwashing, buying
is the Disney Corporation’s
revenue.
green products will not necrecent announcement that
essarily
lead
to
a
positive
result.
A striking example of
it is "going green." Disney has stated its plan to reduce
this
manipulation
is
the
hybrid
automobile,
the Toyota
water use, cut back on waste, protect nature, aim for
Prius.
The
sales
of
the
Toyota
Prius
have
increased
draszero-carbon emissions, and buy green electricity for its
tically
as
the
phrase
“going
green”
has
emerged.
Little
offices and amusement parks. However, Disney’s green
do people know that the fumes released from the plants
intentions are far-fetched. Disney has “greened” some of
that make the specific battery for the Prius far exceed the
its activities and its products, but it has not changed its
fumes released by other plants that make batteries for
overall business structure. For instance, Disneyland does
other cars. Greenwashing? Absolutely. This is an examnot offer plastic eating utensils, which is useless because
ple in which customers are paying more, thinking that
people are not purchasing their food for takeout. Most
they are contributing to the good of the environment,
of them are consuming their food at restaurants inside
when in fact they are not.
the park. Consequently, the amount of waste that comes
Corporations are using the environmental situafrom their disposal of plastic plates and cutlery in the
tion
to
make more money. On the other hand, consumparks is not considered cutting back on waste.
ers
are
spending
more money, thinking they are helping
In their efforts to go green, Disney also has inthe
environment.
Advertisers are smart, and they astroduced t-shirts made of 100% organic cotton as well
sume
the
consumer
is unaware and easily manipulated.
as wallets and purses made of hemp. This is a blatant
In
order
to
prevent
yourself from being greenwashed,
use of manipulation because on the face of the wallet the
ask
questions,
do
your
own research, and do not take
words “think green” appear, yet the people buying these
“green”
advertisement
labels
at face value.
products are blind to the reality behind the mass pro20 |Thoroughfare

Dr. Ravi Srinivas
The Ultimate Giveback
M eghan H ammonds
“The role of a faculty member is not only to teach and advise, but there is an
element of responsibility as an academic.” - Dr. Srinivas

A

pplying for a graduate program can be an arduous task for anyone. As someone interested in
joining such a program, I too experienced strong feelings
of self- doubt. In early October 2010, I decided to put my
fears and reservations aside and set up an appointment
to meet with the Master of Liberal Arts Program Director
at the University of St. Thomas.
At the time, I was not familiar with the University
of St. Thomas or its MLA Program. Upon arriving to the
campus, I began to look for the MLA building where the
Director was sure to be in his office mentally composing
ridiculously difficult questions for me to answer. I quickly realized how off I was in my assumptions when the
address that I had programmed into my car’s navigation
system led me to a small, brown house labeled the De La
Salle House. The house was quaint and rather inviting.
It was furnished with plush couches and the low, warm
lighting added to its home-like ambiance. It seemed to
be a safe haven where a student’s creativity could flow
freely without judgment. A feeling of serenity overcame
me; and my previous fears of rejection were temporarily allayed. If the house was in any way indicative of
the Director I was soon to meet, I was in the right place.
The first individual I encountered was former St Thomas
student and Program Assistant for the MLA department,
Kate Henderson. She introduced herself, handed me a
course description outline, and assured me that the Director would be with me in a few moments. Soon after, a
man walked towards me and introduced himself as the
MLA Program director, Dr. Ravi Srinivas. He greeted me
with enthusiasm and welcomed me to the MLA house.
After we were both settled in our seats, he wasted no
time getting down to business. He began simply by saying, “What is it that I can do to help you?” I was a little
taken back by his concern for me. He did not intend to
drill me on why I thought I was a good fit for his program. He wanted to help me. Dr. Ravi Srinivas made
me feel important that day, and it was with those first
22 |Thoroughfare

10 words that his true desire to help students became
evident.
Throughout his life, Dr, Ravi Srinivas has been in
the business of giving back. He finds it his duty to serve
others and closely follows the idea that states, “to whom
much is given, from them much is expected.” I had the
opportunity to sit down with Dr. Srinivas to speak with
him about his journey that guided him to his personal success as an academic and to his “pay it forward”
mindset.
Growing up in Bangalore, India, Ravi Srinivas
was the younger of two brothers by a mere year and
ten months. In India, at that time, traditions were different from those in the United States. The parental unit
in India was much more present in decision-making for
its children, and it was the Asian mentality that parents
were to be directly involved in their child’s career goals.
Ravi’s parents very closely followed this tradition. His
father was an engineer in Bangalore, and it was only
natural that he would want his older son, Ravi’s brother,
to follow in his footsteps and become an engineer, while
the younger of the two boys would become a doctor. So,
from a very young age, Ravi imagined that he would
eventually become a doctor.
Early on, he was also introduced to the Catholic
school system, where he thrived. His parents found it
important that he should attend Catholic schools. He attended Stella Maris School in Bangalore until he was in
fourth grade and then moved to another Catholic institution known as St. Joseph for middle and high school.
Ravi stayed in his hometown of Bangalore to attend St. Joseph College, which was affiliated with the
University of Bangalore. While attending the university,
Ravi triple majored in Chemistry, Botany, and Zoology
and received his Bachelors of Science degree in 1985. His
passion for environmental studies became even more
evident when he worked as an instructor for the World
Wildlife Fund during the summer. He did this for two

summers in 1983 and 1984; with each summer, his prefamily in India. Although living in Waco was a different
vious notions of becoming a doctor began to dissipate.
experience, he welcomed the challenge and was deterThe change in his career path did not derail Ravi from
mined not to take this opportunity for granted. Upon
his goals, for he knew that he was sure to succeed in enmoving to Waco, Ravi, like all international students,
vironmental studies, and this time, he was to do it on his
was paired with a host family to help him acclimate to
own terms. Ravi recalls his father being concerned for
the United States. The organization that paired students
his son’s new direction only because he was not familiar
to host families tried to align the student’s interests with
with the subject matter and feared helping Ravi would
prospective families. Ravi’s host family shared his pasbe a difficult task. University life for Ravi was a differsion with the environment. They were outdoor enthuent experience and, although he was still living at home,
siasts who enjoyed hiking and bird watching, and, even
he felt a new sense of freedom. He was a very involved
though Ravi lived on the Baylor campus, they took him
student and threw himself, wholeheartedly, into many
to dinner on occasion and shared with him their love of
different campus activities. At the University, Ravi was
the outdoors.
able to discover himself and what he truly wanted out
At Baylor, Ravi spent a lot of time at the library.
of life. This time also marked the beginning of a newly
He had always been an avid reader and came to the Unitfound curiosity in the intricate inner workings of a unied States with a list of books he was eager read. In India,
versity. The new spark of curithere had been only one shelf
osity would later guide Ravi to
of biology-related books, and
his decision to stay in this sethe could not find the specific
ting and eventually lead it.
titles that interested him. In
After completing his
the United States, he thought,
undergraduate degree in Banhe was sure to find the books
galore India, Ravi moved to
he had been looking for in Inwhat is now known as Mumdia. Much to his surprise, he
bai, India, to pursue a Masters
had quite the opposite probdegree in Zoology. This was Ralem in the Baylor library. The
vi’s very first experience living
one shelf of books that had
away from home. Ravi studied
been available in India had
in Mumbai for less than one
turned into three aisles of biolyear at Sophia College, Univerogy-related books and he was
sity of Bombay until he decided
not able to sort through them
he would apply to a graduate
all to find those same specific
program in the United States.
titles. This discovery did not
A few considerations factored
intimidate Ravi, for now he
into his decision to leave India.
was more excited than ever
For one, in India in 1986, an
to acquire more knowledge.
Environmental Sciences degree
After completing his Maswas almost non-existent. Anters degree in Environmental
other factor, which subsequentStudies, Ravi had not yet pinly led to his move, was the fact
pointed what career he was
that Ravi’s older brother was
to choose. He did know that,
Dr. Ravi Srinivas
already attending school in the
at some point during his career,
Photo by Meghan Hammonds
United States, and Ravi possessed
he wanted to share his passion
the, “If he can do it, I can too,” mentality. He quickly befor environmental studies with students and become a
gan researching graduate programs in the United States
professor. For this reason, Ravi decided to continue his
and sent his application to many schools. Baylor Univergraduate education at Baylor and began taking educasity was the first program to accept him, offering a full
tion classes in order to receive his Masters of Education.
academic scholarship plus a graduate assistantship. Ravi
During this same time, Ravi was also applying to docalso mentioned that Baylor did not have an application
toral programs around the United States. When asked if
fee and it was near the top of his alphabetical list of unihe had always planned on receiving his doctoral degree,
versities to research, having started with the letter “B.”
he explained that it was always in the cards for him to
Ravi humorously recalls having left India for the
obtain the highest level of education possible. After comWaco, Texas, with only $60 in his pocket, and he vividly
pleting the required courses and before he could write
remembers how much of a culture shock it was to move
his thesis for his M.Ed. degree, Ravi was accepted into
to a small, conservative Texas town from a big city in Inthe Doctoral Program at the State University of the New
dia. He compares his move from Mumbai, India, to Waco,
York College of Environmental Science and Forestry. He
Texas, to a move from New York City to Waco. Ravi was
left the small town of Waco, Texas, and his unfinished
not accustomed to living in a rural setting with such conMasters degree, to begin a new chapter in his life in Syraservative traditions and deeply missed his friends and
cuse, New York.
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Almost immediately, Ravi boarded a Greyhound
bus that took him across the country to new possibilities.
He thought of New York as a breath of fresh air and welcomed its open-minded mentality. Attending the State
University of New York College was Ravi’s first experience in a secular university. Even so, he quickly became
an involved member of the university. Ravi worked in
many different departments throughout campus. He
was always looking for a way to serve his academic
community the way it had served him. He worked as a
Senior Research Aid, where his responsibilities included
database management, desktop publishing, graphics
design and videography. He also worked as an Instructional Support Assistant, for which his responsibilities included providing computer consultancy services
to faculty, staff and students, as well as operation and
maintenance of software and hardware for Apple Macintosh, IBM, and mainframe computers in the computer
clusters on the campus. One of his most memorable accomplishments during his stay at the State University of
New York College was when he was elected by students
to serve as a student member on the Board of Trustees.
This was the first time this position was given to an international, graduate student, and Ravi was honored by
the opportunity. He also remembers thoroughly enjoying his time in the doctoral program, for it was here he
was able to learn other disciplines besides just that of
Environmental Sciences. Ravi firmly believes that, “Environmental sciences are different because you must approach them with an interdisciplinary understanding.”
It was during his stay in New York that he obtained such
an understanding.
In the spring of 1993, Ravi began looking for jobs
while writing his dissertation. He spent many long hours
in the library both researching his dissertation topic and
looking for career opportunities. One night in the library,
Ravi discovered an advertisement in an edition of the
Chronicles of Higher Education for a teaching position
at UST in Houston, Texas. He describes this particular
night as one he had planned on spending hours upon
hours in the library. But, after seeing the advertisement
and thinking a little about this opportunity, he copied it,
closed the rest of his books and headed home. He told his
wife that UST in Houston, Texas was where they would
be going. For him, the decision to move to Houston was
meant to be. UST was a smaller school, and Ravi was
attracted to its Catholic identity and character. He knew,
from having once attended a secular university, that he
would rather teach in an academic environment with religious affiliations. Ravi was still a Ph.D. student when
he was chosen for a teaching position at St. Thomas in
the Department of Environmental Sciences.
Dr. Ravi Srinivas spent the majority of his first
few years as a professor at St. Thomas actively observing
other faculty members. He learned the degree to which
faculty members also served the university in other areas. He too, wanted to be of service to the university and
began getting involved throughout campus. Dr. Srinivas
soon became fascinated by the way a university functions and discovered that, “a university is larger than
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the people in it.” He took advantage of as many service
opportunities as he could on campus and recalls how
he was inclined to accept any service request as if “no”
was not an option. He thought that he and his family
had benefited so much from Catholic schools that it was
only right to give back and serve others. As a beginning
professor, Dr. Srinivas most enjoyed teaching his Introductory Enviromental Science class. He welcomed the
fact that most of the students were interested in other
areas besides science. He felt that he learned the most
from them. Dr. Ravi Srinivas believed and still believes
that, “in order to teach, you must be willing to learn.” In
1997, Dr. Srinivas was asked to serve as the Department
Chair of Environmental studies and filled that position
until 2004. In 2006, an opportunity arose that would allow Dr. Srinivas to serve his academic community in yet
another way. He was asked to serve as the Director of the
Master of Liberal Arts Program. He was excited by this
new challenge and jumped at the opportunity to become
involved in the non-traditional aspects of the MLA program. He had previous experience in student advising
and leading a program but was most looking forward to
the recruiting aspect of the job. He wanted to help guide
students the same way he had been guided. He also was
looking forward to the interdisciplinary aspect that the
MLA program had to offer. Interdisciplinary studies had
always been of interest to Ravi, and now he was in the
position examine them more closely. He believes that the
MLA program is, “really about the students and what
they want to get out of the program.” This strong belief was pervasive in my first meeting with Dr. Srinivas
that day in October and will stick with me until the day I
leave UST. It is solely because of Dr. Srinivas that I am a
student here today. I will always carry with me his passion to give back and his willingness to help.
Currently, Dr. Ravi Srinivas is still the Director of
the MLA program at UST. According to Kate Henderson,
“The Office of Extended Programs working environment
is extremely positive and service-oriented, which, based
on my experience working with him, is a direct result of
Dr. Srivinas' character.” He does not teach classes every
semester but is actively advising MLA students, including me. Content with his current career choice, Dr. Srinivas does not see himself looking for other opportunities
anytime soon. He thoroughly enjoys working at UST
and is happy with being able to give back to a Catholic
institution. When asked if he would have done anything
in his life differently, he simply replied, “No.” He was
content in knowing that he had done whatever he could
to the best of his abilities. My last question during my
interview with Dr. Srinivas was, “What is one crucial
piece of advice you would give to a newly enrolled MLA
student?” His advice? “Figure out what you want out of
the program, work your hardest to achieve it, and, most
importantly, ask for help.”
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Professor Lori Gallagher, J.D.
The Story of a Lifetime
L indsay M c G ee
Professor Lori Gallagher has spent her career at the University of St. Thomas developing the nationally recognized William J. Flynn Center for Irish Studies.

A

s Director since its inception, Professor Gallagher
whom she never knew, immigrated to the United States
has built the University of St. Thomas’ William
in the mid-1800s from County Donegal in Ireland. John
J. Flynn Center for Irish Studies from the ground up.
and Mary Gallagher (pronounced Gallaher in Irish) came
Since her arrival to UST, she has also developed multhrough Pennsylvania and began traveling west. Pretiple courses, initiated a Study Abroad Program to Iresumably, they were headed for California because there
land and, more recently, Northern Ireland, and made
was still land and gold to be had there. But instead of arUST’s Irish Studies Program what it is today: it is ranked
riving in the “Golden State,” they settled in a small town
among the top ten Irish Studies programs in the counnear what is known today as Eagle Nest, New Mexico,
try.1 For her work with the Center, Professor Gallagher
and became cattle ranchers.
continues to be recognized, and she was even asked to
Outside of Eagle Nest is where Professor Gallaserve as Grand Marshal in Houston’s St. Patrick’s Day
gher’s story began. Along with her older brother and
Parade this past March. But who is this person whose
sister, she grew up on a cattle ranch in the mountains,
unflagging dedication has
with an elevation of 8,700
led to so many achievements? Prof. Gallagher uses the principles of feet and the promise of snow
Professor Lori Galin the wintertime. Their fahard work and guidance of
lagher is someone who has
ther instilled in each of them
others to help students at the
always been interested in
his own pride for the GallaUniversity of St. Thomas to create
stories, whether they are the
gher family’s Irish heritage,
stuff of fiction or historical
although they had no physitheir own stories.
fact. As a child, she loved to
cal ties to Ireland until her
question her grandmother about her past; as editor of
older brother chose to pursue his graduate education
the yearbook in high school, she preserved that chapthere. Her brother’s path to Ireland would later pave the
ter of her classmates’ lives; during summers, she wrote
way for Professor Gallagher herself to study in Ireland.
story after story about people in the Moreno Valley of
Growing up in a small town, Professor Galnortheastern New Mexico for her brother’s newspaper;
lagher and her siblings attended a small school where
and in college, she studied literature, journalism, and
three grades were taught in a single classroom. When
history, finding stories of both fact and fiction, present
a child reached the age of five, as she said, “It was time
and past. Her passion for stories, a fundamental driving
to go to school,” at which time the child entered “preforce in her life, stems from her desire to understand an
first” grade, instead of kindergarten, and graduated in
individual’s motivation to achieve goals by overcoming
eighth grade. For high school she had the choice of atlife’s obstacles. Professor Gallagher has always worked,
tending a high school in Cimarron, a town 45 minutes
not only to explore the stories of others, but also to create
from home down a mountain pass to the east, or Taos, on
her own story. Behind her motivation and achievements
the other side of the mountain to the west. Instead, follie the evidence of hard work and the guidance of others.
lowing both her mother and her older sister, for the next
Today, she uses these same principles to help students at
four years Professor Gallagher attended St. Scholastica
the University of St. Thomas to create their own stories.
Academy, a Catholic boarding school run by Benedictine
Professor Gallagher, comfortably seated on a
nuns in Cañon City, Colorado, which was three and a
large, cushioned leather chair, who describes herself
half hours away from home. It was at this school that
as “easy-going” and greets by first name each person
she became editor of the yearbook, sparking her intercoming and going through the Center for Irish Studies
est in Journalism. Journalism was a natural interest for
house, is a book waiting to be opened. She is a fourthher in light of her passion for the stories she found in
generation Irish-American, and her great-grandparents,
literature and within her own family, whether she was
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learning about her ancestors emigrating from Ireland or
study in London in the same way Dr. Power helped her
her grandmother who told her about life as the daughter
study in Dublin. “Sometimes,” Professor Gallagher said,
of a gold miner.
“you just need a little encouragement…to help you overProfessor Gallagher carried these passions with
come what appears to be an obstacle.” Along with the
her to college, by pursuing a double major in English
help of Dr. Power and an Ambassadorial Scholarship,
and Journalism, as well as a minor in History. Attending
which paid her full tuition to Trinity College, from the
the University of New MexiRotary Foundation Interco (UNM) in Albuquerque,
national, a foundation deProf. Gallagher originally planned
where she would later meet
voted to building good will
to work for a magazine after
her husband, Curtis Huff,
between the host country
completing her graduate
she was able to stay near her
and the US, she graduated
family and to work during
from UNM with a degree in
studies in Ireland, but her mother
the summers at the newspaboth English and Journalsuggested she become a
per her brother owned. Her
ism, and made it to Ireland
lawyer because of her love of
job at the newspaper allowed
to enter a graduate program
reading and writing and her
her to explore the stories of
at Trinity in Anglo-Irish Litthe various individuals living
erature. Anglo-Irish Literaproficiency in communication.
all around her, especially the
ture is Irish Literature writGallagher asked her mother:
many Czech, Irish, German,
ten in English instead of the
"Do I look like a lawyer?"
Hispanic, and Italian immiIrish language. At Trinity
grants who had come to New
College, in the heart of DubMexico just like her great-grandparents had done many
lin from 1980-1981, Professor Gallagher excelled while
years before. Originally, she had planned to major solely
studying works such as Ulysses by James Joyce and the
in Journalism, as well as minor in History; however, she
short stories, her personal favorite literary medium, of
added English as a second major to qualify for a graduFrank O’Connor, among many other Irish authors and
ate program at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland. Dr.
literary works.
Mary Power, a professor in
Originally,
Professor
Irish Literature at UNM, was
Gallagher’s plans for her fugreatly influential in helping
ture after graduate school in
Professor Gallagher fulfill the
Ireland were still open. She
requirements for her necessary
had considered coming home
English degree. Dr. Power
from Ireland to work at New
created two directed reading
Mexico Magazine, or idecourses in English for her, in
ally the National Geographic
which she provided her with
Magazine, until her mother
one-on-one instruction during
suggested a different direction. Her mother suggested
the summer before she left for
becoming a lawyer. Professor
Ireland. A recurring presence
Gallagher said she replied,
in her life, Dr. Power later sug“Do I look like a lawyer?” She
gested to Professor Gallagher
explained her question: No
the topic for the first course she
family members were lawever taught here at UST, Law
yers and her only model was
and Literature, and the two
the television character Raystill keep in touch.
mond Burr, a big, tough trial
Professor
Gallagher
lawyer, from Perry Mason, a
looks back on the role Dr.
show she watched growing
Power has played in her life
up. Her mother challenged
with immense gratitude, and
her preconceptions of lawyers
has since been able to act out
by asking: “What does a lawthis same mentoring role in
yer look like?” Her mother
the lives of her own students,
encouraged her to apply to
even personally helping one
law school because of her
student to keep up with the
love of reading and writing
work in Professor Gallagher’s
and her proficiency in comcourse in spite of medical difmunication. Before she left for
ficulties in order for him to
achieve his goal of attending
Ireland, Professor Gallagher
graduate school. Professor
purchased the review book
Professor Lori Gallagher
Gallagher helped this student
for the law school admission
Photo courtesy Lori Gallagher
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over 100 lawyers employed at the time.
test. While in Ireland, she had to work hard to study the
As a young lawyer, she was given tasks related
entirety of the LSAT review book and perform well in
to discovery of facts of the firm’s cases. She found herthe graduate program, but she took the test while abroad
self “surrounded by stacks of paper,” looking for facts
and was successful. Thanks to her mother’s guidance,
and managing large amounts of clients’ papers until she
she was headed to law school.
After applying to several law schools, she deciddecided to develop an emerging specialty in appellate
ed to attend UNM to be closer to her family. Professor
law. She founded the firm’s appellate section and hanGallagher began the three-year program to receive a Judled many of the firm’s appeals, where the facts were
ris Doctorate (J.D.), a doctorate in law, in the fall of 1981,
already decided and she no longer had to wade through
and graduated in May of 1984. The highly competitive
“stacks of paper” to uncover them. Professor Gallagher
environment of law school was different from anything
stated that the courts were very pro-plaintiff in the 1980s,
she had previously experienced, but she had always had
meaning the courts were supportive of those bringing
a strong work ethic. During school and summer internthe lawsuits, and appeals were becoming a more comships with the state courts and a small litigation firm in
mon occurrence. In 1988, she volunteered to work on a
Albuquerque, she decided to specialize in litigation—
“Monster Appeal” of a $680 million oil and gas case that
trying cases in court—as opthe firm had been retained
posed to other specialties
to handle.
This appeal
such as corporate law, which
launched Professor Gallagher to the top of the Texher future husband preferred.
as Bar Appellate Section,
Professor Gallagher explained
dealing with “cutting-edge
that people like her husband
with a strong background in
cases” and training under
business or economics generthe best appellate lawyers
in the state. This experience
ally chose corporate law, but
became a central chapter
with a background in English,
in her story. She and other
Journalism and History, Professor Gallagher found this
board certified appellate
specialty less interesting and
specialists like her were in
chose instead to deal with real
high demand to help other,
people inside a courtroom.
smaller firms with appeals,
and they often wrote and
Following her second
presented papers at various
year of law school, after sendconferences. After many
ing out around 300 resumes
late nights and long hours,
all over the country, Professhe not only succeeded in
sor Gallagher took a summer internship at Andrews
making partner at the firm,
Kurth LLP in Houston. In
but also in becoming the
a law firm, she looked for a
chair of the appellate secchallenge, a work place that
tion of Andrews Kurth in
would be “intellectually stimHouston, culminating in
ulating,” sophisticated, and,
the highest achievement—
most importantly, filled with
becoming the chair of the
nice people. Professor GalTexas State Bar Appellate
lagher considered other desSection in 2003.
Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland
tinations such as Washington
At this climax in her
Photo courtesy Trinity College
DC and Dallas, but in the end
story, at the top of world in
she opted for the Houston-based firm, Andrews Kurth.
Texas law, Professor Gallagher had come to a cross roads
Andrews Kurth had a reputation for having a
where she was faced with a choice. What should she do
positive work environment where achievement was
next? Remaining at Andrews Kurth promised twenty
based on hard work. Houston also was attractive to her
plus more years of steady work resulting in a quiet retirebecause she had family in Houston, her brother and great
ment; or, she could leave the firm and bravely commence
aunt. The interview went well, taking place on her birtha second career. It was the perfect time for a change; both
day in October, a time of beautiful and enticing Houston
she and her husband were successful in their legal and
weather, with a recruiter whose father, coincidentally,
business careers. They had no children to put through
college, they had paid off their mortgage on their home,
had bought land from her grandfather during the Deand they had saved money for retirement. After talkpression. All these factors led Professor Gallagher to the
ing it over, her husband said he would support her no
new chapter of her life at Andrews Kurth, where she
immediately started to work after graduation and takmatter what she decided. Always searching for the next
ing the Texas Bar Exam. When she started at Andrews
challenge, Professor Gallagher decided to change paths.
Kurth, there were only about five women partners, out of
With these factors and her husband’s support, she began
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Lindsay McGee | Professor Lori Gallagher: The Story of a Lifetime
The position of Director for the Center for Irish
what she describes as her “second life,” emphasizing the
Studies has provided Professor Gallagher with many
“luxury” she had in being able to choose a second caopportunities and accolades she otherwise would not
reer. She turned to a desire she had had since college—to
have experienced. In 2009, she was honored at the Mayteach.
or’s Ball for the Houston International Festival featurShe ultimately decided to talk to Fifth Circuit Chief
ing Ireland and in various Irish publications, including
Judge Carolyn King, who was the chair of the UST Board
Irish Echo newspaper, which recognized her with one of
of Directors and attended the same Mass as Professor
its first Texas Irish American Leader Awards. This past
Gallagher and her husband. Approaching the Judge afMarch she served as Grand Marshal in the Houston St.
ter Mass at the Chapel of St. Basil, Professor Gallagher
Patrick’s Day Parade. Most
asked her about a possible poAfter rising to the height of her ca- importantly, however, Prosition at UST. Judge King suggested she call the President of reer in appellate law, Gallagher de- fessor Gallagher now has
UST at the time, Father Miller. cided to embark on a different path the opportunity to share
her passion with other
When Professor Gallagher met
and investigated possible
people. Under her direcFr. Miller, he explained that
positions at St. Thomas
tion and unflagging efforts,
Dr. Joseph McFadden, one of
the Center of Irish Studies
the former presidents of the
spreads awareness of Irish culture throughout the UniUniversity, was looking for a director for the Center for
versity and the entire city of Houston. Professor GallaIrish Studies, which the University had just created. Progher herself, though, goes farther in inspiring her own
fessor Gallagher had no idea what this position might
life-long love of stories in others through the courses
entail, but felt the Center for Irish Studies could be her
she teaches and the programs she originates at UST, and
next challenge, the next chapter in her story.
by leading students every other summer to Ireland and
The UST Board of Directors had approved the
Northern Ireland.
addition of both a minor and graduate concentration
in Irish Studies in Spring 2002, and Professor Gallagher
In the Ireland Study Abroad Program, she helps
was given the opportunity to begin teaching that June.
students learn about the history and current events of
Her first course was not in Irish Literature, but a course
Ireland through individual testimonies. She may have
suggestion given to her by Dr. Mary Power, her friend
been too shy to explore Ireland fully as a student there
and mentor from UNM with whom she had not spoken
herself, but now Professor Gallagher has the chance as
18 years. Due to another instance of Dr. Power’s guiding
the Director of the Center for Irish Studies to lead curpresence in her life, Professor Gallagher pioneered the
rent students inside the walls of Irish government, socourse in Law and Literature, which examined novels
ciety and culture today. She guides students through
containing legal issues, such
the stories told by individuas John Grisham’s A Time to
als
in Ireland and Northern
Prof. Gallagher's first course at UST,
Kill and the insanity defense,
Ireland,
such as journalists
Law and Literature, examined
and U. S. Supreme Court deand political and religious
novels containing legal issues,
cisions dealing with the same
figures or those who have
issues. Even with the chal- such as John Grisham's A Time to Kill participated in the violence
lenging time slot of Tuesday
over civil rights during the
and the insanity defense.
and Thursday nights from
past forty years and now are
5:30-9:30 p.m., the five-week summer course was a sucbuilding peace and reconciliation. She and the students
cess, and she enjoyed the experience immensely. She esare able to experience relevant, real-time stories and to
pecially enjoyed teaching because it provided her with
witness “living history in the making” of Ireland and
the chance to give personal attention to students to help
Northern Ireland.
them achieve goals and overcome obstacles, just as Dr.
Professor Gallagher’s life opened with a pasPower had done for her.
sion for stories, and this interest has guided many of her
The Center for Irish Studies officially opened in
choices through childhood, college, and into her legal
January of 2003, with Professor Gallagher as director,
and academic careers. Her current position at UST’s
and Dr. Power was one of the first to be invited to speak
Center for Irish Studies especially allows her not only to
at the Center’s monthly Irish cultural events. Since the
indulge in this passion herself, but also to share it with
Center opened, Professor Gallagher has developed three
UST students. Yet, her own life story would not be what
new courses of her own on Irish, Northern Irish and Irish
it is today without her continuous hard work and the
American history, politics, law and culture. She also has
consistent guidance and support of others such as her
mother and Dr. Power, all encouraging her to meet evdeveloped a course on Contemporary Ireland in colery challenge and overcome every obstacle. In the same
laboration with Visiting Irish Scholar Professor Aoife Ní
way, Professor Gallagher has had a lasting effect on the
Ghloinn. She and Professor Ní Ghloinn, as well as other
UST professors, have developed a strong study abroad
life stories of many UST students, and she is sure to inprogram for students in Ireland and Northern Ireland.
spire many more to come.
As Director of the Center for Irish Studies, she also overNotes on page 53
sees and facilitates all Irish Studies courses at UST.
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“My role as director of the Center is to oversee and supervise all of the academic, cultural outreach, study abroad and student engagement programs of
the Center, for undergraduate and graduate students and the community at
large.” –Professor Lori Gallagher

S

ince the beginning of her involvement with the University of St. Thomas, Professor Gallagher has orchestrated a school-wide collaboration to advance UST’s
William J. Flynn Center for Irish Studies and the Irish Studies Program. Former UST President Dr. Joseph McFadden
hired her as director soon after the creation of the Center,
which officially opened in January 2003, and she dove in
with little more direction than Dr. McFadden’s assurance:
“You’ll figure it out.” Professor Gallagher quickly learned
her office and single-handedly ran the Center for her first
four years as Director.
During that time, the focus became to expand the
Irish Studies Program, including the Irish Studies minor
and graduate programs, which the UST Board of Directors
had approved in Spring 2002. A faculty advisory was created by Dr. McFadden to aid this cause. As Professor Gallagher recalls, “Dr. McFadden and I reached out to faculty in all
the various disciplines, English, History, Political Science,
Language, and Theology, to develop courses that are crosslisted with Irish Studies.” Many faculty members from each
of these departments contributed and created new courses
that would correspond with Irish Studies, and Professor
Gallagher continues to interact with faculty in various disciplines to guarantee the availability of Irish Studies courses each semester, in addition to the Irish Language courses.
Professor Gallagher has also created her own courses that
are cross-listed in Irish Studies, International History, and
Political Science.
Irish language courses first became available in the
summer of 2006, taught by Dr. Aileen Curtin. There were
21 students enrolled in UST’s first Irish language program.
In 2006-2007, UST accepted an invitation to participate in
the Fulbright Foreign Language Teaching Program to promote the Irish language and, through this program, hosted
Irish language scholar Professor Méadhbh McInerney, who
returned to teach as a Visiting Scholar in 2007-2008. Since
2008, Professor Aoife Ní Ghloinn has been UST’s Visiting
Scholar in both Irish language and music, and she has developed a course in Irish music, Celtic Notes: Introduction
to Traditional Irish Music. She has also co-led with Professor
Gallagher a group of UST students to Ireland and Northern
Ireland for the 2009 Ireland Study Abroad Program and will
do the same this year. The Ireland Study Abroad Program,
which takes place every other year, first embarked in 2007
with Professor Gallagher traveling as facilitator and was
based at the National University of Ireland in Maynooth
and Dublin.
Professor Gallagher also continues to enhance the
Center’s cultural outreach program, whose mission is to

preserve Irish or Irish-American heritage and culture. As
she noted, “Dr. McFadden requested that the Center offer
at least one cultural event per month open to the University community and the public,” Professor Gallagher said.
“Therefore, since the Center opened in 2003, we have hosted
9 to 12 events each year, featuring Irish musicians, dancers,
storytellers, film and academic speakers, and scholars from
Ireland, Northern Ireland, around the US and the world.”
Professor Gallagher plans the events six months to a year
in advance and handles all the logistics involved, including
scheduling, reservations, accommodations, publicity, and
“all the details that go into planning and presenting cultural events.” She is continually planning for future cultural
events, including the possibility of the Center hosting a film
festival.
A significant focus for the Director is funding. A
part of this is done through annual appeals, such as Friends
of the Center, Cultural Outreach, Bishop McCarthy Travel
Grants, and the Irish Gala. The 2010 Irish Gala, which hosted 370 guests, was very successful, receiving money from
ticket sales, donations, and auction items, and “raising over
$54,000 for scholarships for UST students to study in Ireland and Northern Ireland and students from Ireland and
Northern Ireland to study at UST.” Professor Gallagher also
raises funds from private and institutional donors for the
Irish language program and scholarships for students for
Irish language and writes grant requests for the Irish language and cultural outreach programs. Professor Gallagher
and the Center’s fundraising goals in addition to the Irish
language and Study Abroad programs include the salaries
of Professor Gallagher, the Center assistant and Ireland native, Jill Sinden Grace, and the Center’s student workers.
Since the inception of the Center for Irish Studies,
Professor Gallagher has worked tirelessly to help the Center
not only achieve its goals but also imagine new ones: “every day I evaluate the goals of the Center and address what
arises. I also plan ahead for the next couple of years of academic, cultural outreach and study abroad programs.” One
future goal for the Center and its Director includes serving
as host of a peace conference, “to fulfill our other mission of
promoting peace and reconciliation.” As a public declaration of this mission, the Center was recently named after
William J. Flynn, an advocate for peace who has worked “to
bring people from all parties and walks of life to the table
to listen, to create an environment for open dialogue, and to
achieve positive change in the lives of everyone in Ireland
and Northern Ireland” (“University Names Center”). Under Professor Gallagher’s guidance, the Center continues
to achieve such goals and is currently one of the top Irish
Studies Programs in the country.
Notes on page 53

Dr. Robert L. Dean, Jr.
L eandra D avis
“I discovered it is not a matter of faith versus reason. Philosophy is based on
the belief that human reason can reach an answer, can resolve the problems
addressed in both philosophy and theology. In Christianity, we believe that
God has revealed the answers in the Bible. At best, human reason can only
reach probability based on either faith in human reason, or faith in human
ability to interpret his experience, or both.” -- Dr. Robert L. Dean, Jr.

A

fter years of academic preparation in which he
earned degrees, spanning many different disciplines, including English, History, Philosophy, and
Theology, Dr. Dean pursued a life dedicated to teaching
Scripture. However, the path that eventually led him to
the ministry was not always apparent, nor was it easy.
Beyond his extensive academic training, Dr. Dean’s life
was fraught with challenges as God prepared him spiritually for such a weighty responsibility. Today, as the
pastor of West Houston Bible Church and visiting Bible
teacher in churches and conferences across the United
States and overseas, Dr. Dean has earned a reputation
for his thorough, rigorous approach to interpreting and
communicating the Word of God.

Early

life

On August 6, 1952, Robert L. Dean, Jr., was born
to Gloria and Robert L. Dean, Sr., and though the temperatures outside reflected the blistering heat of a typical summer in Houston, Texas, Robby’s birth was far
from typical. That summer, Mr. and Mrs. Dean eagerly
anticipated a life-changing event, the birth of their first
child, but the circumstances surrounding his arrival
could not have been foreseen by anyone. In 1952, three
years before the introduction of the polio vaccine, Harris County suffered the largest outbreak of polio in the
nation. Between 1942 and 1955, polio outbreaks swept
across the nation, inflicting fear and grief on thousands
of families. In Texas alone, 4,000 cases of polio were reported.1 Among them was Robby’s mother. In late July,
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Mrs. Dean contracted three types of polio, hepatitis, encephalitis, and a bladder infection. She was admitted to
the polio ward of Jefferson Davis Hospital, where she
was placed in an iron lung. Soon after, Robby was born,
two months premature, during a time when neonatal
care was minimal, and his mother was still encased in
an iron lung. Robby’s fight in the world had only just
begun, yet he was not alone. The Lord had a plan for
his life. His extraordinary beginning proved indicative
of how the Lord would shield and sustain him through
life, ultimately leading him to his current position in the
ministry.
Robby spent the first year of his life in the care of
relatives and friends while his mother underwent physical therapy at Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital and
his father worked as an engineer, travelling back and
forth between Houston and Warm Springs, Georgia to
visit his wife in recovery. Unfortunately, Mrs. Dean was
one of the many polio victims who suffered permanent
paralysis, and she remained in a wheelchair the rest of
her life. However, as Robby fondly recollects, her physical handicap did not hinder her spirit: “My mother had
an indomitable will…I don’t know what she would have
been like if she hadn’t have been in a wheelchair. It never
kept her from anything.”2 This same will, no doubt, contributes to Robby’s own intellectual and spiritual ambition.
Robby spent most of his childhood in Houston,
but when he was four years old, his family moved to Toronto, Canada, where his father worked for TransCana-

Dr Robert L. Dean, Jr.
Photo by Leandra Davis

ble church Berachah,3 under the ministry of Pastor R.B.
da Pipeline. He recalls going to kindergarten in Toronto,
where he was required to attend speech therapy classes
Thieme, Jr., who would later serve an important role in
because his teachers could not understand his southern
Robby’s growing love and knowledge of God and the
accent. Upon his return to Houston two years later, he
Bible.
started school at Cunningham Elementary, where he
As a small child, Robby slept through church,
was again required to take speech therapy classes to
resting his head on his dad’s shoulder. However, it was
cure him of his newly acquired Canadian accent. Hownot long before something within him stirred, and he
ever, it was not only his dicbegan what would become
tion that underwent a signifia lifelong journey dedicated
“While other teens were
cant transformation: his life,
the study of God’s Word.
experimenting with marijuana and to
too, was transformed when
The summer he turned nine,
LSD, I was experimenting with
at the age of six, he accepted
Robby attended the ChrisJesus Christ as his Savior. To
tian camp, Camp Peniel,
Bible Doctrine.”
this day, Robby remembers
where his interest in the
the powerful nature of the gospel message his parents
Bible was further stimulated. Every year he returned to
shared with him after Sunday lunch on Mother’s Day of
Peniel, initially as a young man hungry for the Word and
1959. “I had likely heard the gospel before, but it’s like
later as a counselor and program director, aiding others
a light bulb went on because it was personal. It was not
in their walks with God. By the time Robby was a sophojust a story you heard in Sunday School, but something
more at Bellaire High School, he was captivated by the
I needed to believe or not. That’s so important because
Word, submersing his soul at every opportunity. In addisomeone is making it personal, talking to you and maktion to attending Bible class twice a week, Robby would
ing sure you, as an individual, believe Jesus Christ died
come home at least two days a week and study the Bible
for your sins.” At the time, his parents attended the Bion his own for an hour or more before doing his homeSpring 2011|33
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for its high standards and rigorous doctoral program.
With no ready solution to the problem, he got a job at
Channelview High School overseeing an in-school suspension program. For the next two years, Robby kept
one eye on Channelview’s miscreants and the other on a
book, working through an extensive reading list as part
of a graduate course he was taking on Nazi Germany.
ollege years
He also used the time to expand his vocabulary, dutiWhen the time came for Robby to choose a unifully noting and looking up any words with which he
versity, he had little idea of what direction his life was
was unfamiliar. Moreover, in his second year there, a
to take. He knew only he wanted to pursue a military
group of high school students who needed tutoring in
career and thus, chose Stephen F. Austin State University
math were placed under his supervision, so he was rebased on its small size and outstanding ROTC program.
quired to brush up on his math skills. Unbeknownst to
With little effort, Robby found his niche. He fell in love
Robby, this was all part of God’s well orchestrated plan
with the military sciences, and at the end of his freshman
to prepare him for the test that could make or break his
year, he was awarded a three year ROTC army scholchances of getting into Dallas Seminary. With his new
arship. He focused on his favorite subjects, history and
vocabulary and freshly honed math skills in tow, Robby
English, with the idea that he could always fall back on
took the GRE and scored in the top two percentile. To
teaching if need be, but he had his heart set on a military
use his words, “it was the providence of God.” In 1976,
career. Robby had a clear goal and achieved great sucRobby applied along with 800 other applicants and was
cess, receiving the Outstanding Cadet award every year
one of only 200 accepted. As he recalled, “At that point, I
with the intent that he would command his special unit
realized that if God had moved all those obstacles to get
or be the core commander after graduation. However, it
me into seminary, then obviously that was the direction
was not long before Robby received a crushing blow that
God wanted me to go.” And go he did, graduating in
left him directionless and devastated. In his junior year
1980 with a major in Semitics and Old Testament Lanat Stephen F. Austin, he received a medical discharge
guages.
from the military.
After completing the rigorous 130-hour Master of
To add to the stress and uncertainty brought on
Theology (Th.M.) program, Robby was understandably
by this news, Robby’s spiritual life was under attack
burned out on academics, so he returned to a Christian
when he encountered procamping ministry as the difessors who were openly
rector
of Voice of the Wilder“It was like the story of Job . . .
antagonistic to the Bible and
ness. During that year, his
I lost my church; I lost my
Christianity. He began to
desire to join the pastorate
degree; I lost everything.”
question what he believed,
and teach people the Bible
asking “How do I know that
grew, and in 1981, he was
what I believe is the Truth? Is the Bible what it claims to
called to be the pastor of Paul’s Union Church in La
be? Is there any historical foundation for the Bible?” In
Marque, Texas. It was during his time at Paul’s Union
spiritual turmoil with no direction, Robby was in a criChurch that Robby decided he wanted to pursue studies
in philosophy at the University of St. Thomas since phisis, yet he was not alone. Though Robby was unsure of
his future, the Lord was not. In desperation, he reached
losophy is related to the theological field of apologetics,
out to the founder and director of Camp Peniel, Gorthe defense of Biblical truth, which is a critical part of
don Whitelock, who suggested he come down to Peniel
Christian thought. Furthermore, both address the basic
for the weekend. During his stay, Robby roomed with
questions of life. As Robby explained, “I discovered it is
Randy Price, who became a lifelong friend and fellow
not a matter of faith versus reason. Philosophy is based
pastor. He and Randy spent hours discussing theology,
on the belief that human reason can reach an answer,
and Randy suggested he read Evidence That Demands a
can resolve the problems addressed in both philosophy
Verdict by Joshua McDowell, in which Robby found proand theology. In Christianity, we believe that God has
found historical and philosophical support for what he
revealed the answers in the Bible. At best, human reason
believed. That summer, instead of going to the ROTC
can only reach probability based on either faith in human
reason, faith in human ability to interpret his experience,
camp, he returned as a counselor to Peniel. The experience of teaching and leading others in their search for
or both. Philosophical systems as well as Christianity are
truth cemented his resolve to dedicate his life to fulfilling
based on faith. The object of faith, human ability or diJesus’ command to “feed My sheep” (John 21:17).
vine revelation, is what distinguishes the two.”
By the time he graduated from UST in 1988,
igher education
Robby had strengthened his critical thinking skills and
In 1974, Robby graduated with a double major
broadened his understanding of the history of ideas and
in English and history and minors in education and
thought systems, providing him with the tools vital to
military science. Though he felt called to the ministry,
his mission today and contributing to his cerebral apRobby knew his grades would not qualify him to get
proach to the study of God’s Word. In addition to such
into Dallas Theological Seminary, which is renowned
formidable academic gains, Robby left the University of
work. At this point in his life, Robby’s call to the ministry
was not yet clear. His enthusiasm was driven by curiosity and an intense desire to know what the Bible said. As
he lightheartedly commented, “While other teens were
experimenting with marijuana and LSD, I was experimenting with Bible doctrine.”

C
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St. Thomas with fond memories, especially of Philosophy professor, Dr. Knasas: “He stimulated my thinking,
and I learned a lot from him. I enjoyed his classes very
much.”

Adversity

Robby’s life was finally falling into place. He was
the pastor of Fellowship Bible Church of Irving, Texas,
and had decided to return to Dallas Seminary to pursue
his Ph.D. in historical theology. Moreover, he was nationally recognized for his achievements and awarded
the Outstanding Young Men of America Award in 1988
and the Who’s Who in American Christian Leadership
Award in 1989. Yet, the Lord was still shaping His disciple, and in the years to follow, Robby faced formidable
obstacles, through all of which the Lord demonstrated
His faithfulness in sustaining him.
In 1991, Robby lost his marriage, his church,
and his opportunity to pursue his degree. As Robby describes it, “It was like the story of Job…I lost my church;
I lost my degree; I lost everything.” Financially strapped
and unsure of where God would lead him next, Robby
returned to the place where his love for the Word began, Berachah Church in Houston. He stayed there for
almost eight years as a writer and editor for R.B. Thieme,
Jr., Bible Ministries, still submersed in Bible doctrine but
unable to execute the mission for which he felt God had
called him, however, until, like Job, God blessed him
and restored all he had lost and more, beginning with
his marriage to Pamela (Pam) in May of 1997. Soon after, Robby received a letter, asking if he would become
the new pastor for Preston City Bible Church in Preston, Connecticut. At first, he was resistant. He and Pam
were only just married. He did not want to uproot and
move suddenly. Furthermore, Pam would need to find a
job in Connecticut, as a teacher, and it seemed unlikely
that jobs would be available in April, in the middle of
the school year. Yet, three weeks later, Robby received
an email from a deacon including a want-ad from a Connecticut newspaper for a certified elementary teacher
who was a native Spanish speaker. The position was
tailor-made for Pam. At this point, Robby knew; “God
is sending us to Connecticut.” They put her resume together, and the school interviewed her over the phone.
She was chosen for the job out of ten applicants, eight of
whom were in the district. Thus, in April of 1998, they
moved to Preston City, Connecticut, where they stayed
for the next six years. According to Robby, that is when
his ministry really exploded. “Everything up until that
point was all just preparation.”
In addition to forming his own online media ministry,4 Robby completed his Doctor of Ministry (D.Min)
in 2002 at Faith Evangelical Seminary. The same year his
mother died, and he knew, as an only child, he needed
to be near his father, who had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. The Lord provided the perfect solution when
a group of people in Houston who had been listening to
his lessons online wished to start a church. They asked
Robby if he would be interested in becoming their pastor.
Impressed with the group’s stability and capacity to sup-

port itself, he agreed and in 2004 moved back to Houston
and began “equipping the saints” of West Houston Bible
Church, where he teaches today.

His

ministry today

In addition to teaching three Bible classes a week
at West Houston Bible Church, Dr. Dean is the Chairman
of the Governing Board of Chafer Theological Seminary,
located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He also teaches
Greek grammar and syntax at conferences and seminars
on the Bible across the nation and travels to Kiev every
year to teach at the Word of God Bible College. One of
the areas Dr. Dean is very much involved in today is advocacy for the support of Israel. As a result of his studies
in the Bible related to God’s plan for Israel, reinforced
by several trips to Israel, Robby has become increasingly
committed to involvement in AIPAC and other Israel advocacy groups. Over the years, he has published a number of articles in theological journals and co-authored
the book What the Bible Teaches about Spiritual Warfare
with Thomas Ice.5
As a pastor-teacher dedicated to providing his
congregation with the “milk and meat” of the Scripture,
Dr. Dean “enjoy[s] teaching people the Bible and helping people understand that the Bible is not self-contradictory… using the skills [he] learned in philosophy and
apologetics to defend the historic Christian faith and the
historicity, reliability, and veracity of the Hebrew Old
Testament and Greek New Testament.”
“And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some
prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and
teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work
of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till
we all come to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God to a perfect man, to
the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ”
(Ephesians 4:11-13).
Notes on page 53
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Chris Tennison
B ita K aramzedah
After graduating from UST with a Bachelor's degree in Drama and History, ChrisTennison and two former classmates have gone on to found Town Center Theatre in the Montgomery county area. He attributes his success to the guidance
of the wonderful mentors he has experienced throughout his life, including UST
Drama professors Sam Havens and Claire McDonald.

E

thing that kept Chris close to the Drama department at
veryone is asked at one point in his or her life: What
Pearland high school. Ralph Entholt, his former drama
do you want to be when you grow up? Growing
teacher, served as an inspiration for Chris. Mr. Entholt’s
up in an underprivileged family, Chris Tennison, as a
reliability, stability, and strength served as motivation in
young adult, dreamed of a stereotypical job. He imaglife and increased Chris’ passion for theatre. Furtherined an eight-hour workday in corporate America wearmore, with Mr. Entholt’s encouragement and support,
ing a three-piece suit, which is exactly what Chris did for
Chris continued perfecting his skills as an actor, gained
eight years. However, in 2004, two former University of
more confidence, and started auditioning for plays.
St. Thomas classmates approached Chris with a vision of
Chris won several roles and loved performing at his high
building a theatre in north Houston. Having worked in
school. He still remembers his first performance playing
business and in drama, Chris was in.
a mailman in Neil Simon’s Fools, which Chris described
Born on October 17, 1975 in Houston, Texas, Chris
as a fun first role.
described himself as a quiet, yet happy baby. When Chris
According to Chris it just happened that Ralph
was three years old, he and his family moved to South
was
in
the theatre. When asked, “Had Ralph Entholt
Houston. His mother, a homemaker with limited funds,
been an astronaut, would
struggled to create a stable
you have taken that route?”
atmosphere for rearing chilChris got involved with his high
dren. His parents divorced school’s theater and instantly found he giggled and replied,
“possibly.” This solid relawhen he was six months old,
a
place
where
he
was
able
to
fit
in,
tionship gave Chris a new
and the male role models in
connect
with
others,
and
gain
profound base for future
Chris’ life consisted of a serelationships. Furthermore,
ries of stepfathers. Chris did
acceptance.
it showed him the impornot have a lot to say about his
tance
of
positive
experiences
and consistency in relationchildhood, but it was evident that while there were periships,
both
of
which
provide
support and inspiration for
ods of struggle, he learned valuable lessons about what
growth,
something
that
Chris
responded to very posiit means to be a responsible member of a community.
tively.
Mr.
Entholt’s
reliability
and
positive attitude to“That time in my life showed me what living without rewards
Chris
has
stayed
with
him
and
continues to be a
ally meant, and gave me the motivation and drive to be
motivating
force
today.
“I
still
keep
in
touch
with Ralph,
a stable and self reliant person.”
and
we
have
remained
very
good
friends.
I still go to
In 1989, Chris attended Pearland high school
him
for
counsel
and
advice.”
in the formerly small town of Pearland, Texas. Chris
After graduating from high school in 1993, Chris
described himself as a shy child. His stepsister (at the
moved
to Alvin, Texas, where he attended a local jutime), a senior at the same high school, suggested that
nior
college
and came under the tutelage of Dr. C. Jay
Chris join the theatre. He followed through with her
Burton.
“Jay
was a fabulous mentor. He took someone
idea, and instantly found a place where he was able to
with
a
little
bit
of talent and some passion and gave me
fit in, connect with others, and gain acceptance. Accordthe
tools
to
turn
that talent and passion into something
ing to Chris, “The theatre is a great environment for self
marketable.
In
some
respects all of my theatrical sucdiscovery and growth. It brought me out of my shell and
cesses
professionally
can
be traced back to the input and
built my self confidence.” From this moment, he was
training
I
received
from
Dr.
Burton.” After two years of
hooked on theatre and learned to deal with his problems
junior
college,
Chris
withdrew
and went in search of a
through creative expression.
job.
His
search
resulted
in
various
non-traditional jobs,
However, entertaining others was not the only
36 |Thoroughfare

including employment binding books at a bookbindery
from producing plays such as Julius Caesar and All in
and working at a fiberglass factory. By 1996, Chris had
the Timing. Despite the economic downfall, the theatre
a nice resume and found a job as an office manager for
was able to survive the recession; tickets sales exceeded
CDI Engineering Group (CDI), his imagined childhood
the funds needed to rent space, which enabled the comoccupation.
pany to move forward in the meantime.
Working at CDI inspired Chris to go back to
Chris hopes to create a theatre community in the
school and get a degree. He applied to the University
Montgomery County area where people can join togethof St. Thomas (UST), and was accepted. In the fall of
er and establish bonds through the arts. He hopes to of1997, Chris started at UST where he most enjoyed taking
fer students the tools required to succeed as actors and
classes in Drama and History. Continuing the pattern of
to provide a positive environment where students of all
finding great personal and professional mentors, Chris
ages can come to learn or to have fun. Moreover, Chris
became very close to
has a strong desire to
Drama professors Sam
provide a safe creative
Havens and Claire Mcplace where students
Donald. “When I met
are encouraged to purSam and Claire, I knew
sue their dream and
that they had so much
reach their human poto offer. Not just about
tential.
acting or theatre, but
With
eleven
about being an upstandsuccessful productions
ing member of a comand classes that have
munity, whether that be
emerged at Town Cenhere on campus or out in
ter Theatre, Chris is
the world.” During this
well on his way to cretime, Chris continued to
ating an artistic hub in
work for the engineering
the Montgomery Coungroup ensuring that both
ty area. However, havhis bills and tuition were
ing an impact is more
paid. In 2002, his deterimportant to Chris
mination to succeed did
than reaching any parnot falter; he graduated
ticular goal. Therefore,
Chris Tennison (left) and UST Alumni Ben Warner in TCT’s
with a Bachelor’s of Arts
everything Chris does
production of Night and Her Stars.
Degree in Drama and a
that leaves a positive
Photo courtesy Chris Tennison
minor in History. That
impression on the comyear he was named as the University’s Outstanding
munity provides him with the energy to move forward.
Because Chris continues to be introspective (the study
Graduate in Theatre. After graduation, Chris quit his job
of one’s own mental and emotional process), he has yet
at CDI, and starting working as a theatre professional.
to identify how he found the world. Staying actively inHe spent two years working as a production manager
volved in his community can be time consuming, but
for The Ensemble Theatre, and then left to become a freeaccording to Chris, “leaving the world a better place
lance actor, technician, teacher, and director. This gave
than I found it,” is something that he is determined to
him the opportunity to work with such theatres as Main
do. “I have been very fortunate. I have had a succession
Street Theatre, The Alley, Stages, and many others.
of people in my life who have taught me not only what
It was during this time that Aaron Stryk and Joey
it means to be an artist, but what it means to be a huMilillo, two former UST classmates, approached him
man being. I just want to pay homage to these people by
with the idea of opening a theatre in the Montgomery
sharing a little bit of the wisdom and spark for life that
County area. Chris was keen on the idea, and after comthey passed on to me; it allows me to quietly thank them
ing to a mutual agreement of the logistics, planning led
for all they have done.”
to the establishment of the Town Center Theatre. The
Notes on page 54
theatre was established in 2005, and in 2007 that they
staged their first production, Quilters. This production,
Currently at Town Center Theatre:
about women facing life on the American Frontier in the
1800’s, was an instant success. The success of their first
performance fueled Chris and his partners to continue
This summer Town Center Theatre will
fighting for their idea of creating a professional performpresent three original plays for children
ing company in north Houston.
at the LaTorretta Resort and Hotel on
Several years later, Town Center Theatre has esLake Conroe.
tablished its name, but a permanent residence has not
been established. Finding a home for the Town Center
For more information, please visit
Theatre is a challenge that Chris faces every day; howwww.towncentertheatre.org
ever, the lack of a permanent space does not stop him
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hen I was in my early 20's and a recent graduate
from the University of Texas, I suddenly found
myself to be a contributing member of society, gainfully
employed and making my way in the world. Although I
managed to land a job in the 1980s in the highly sought
after and much coveted field of television production, I
always longed for a more challenging and adventurous
lifestyle. Bored out of my mind, I couldn’t wait to take
my mandatory two weeks of vacation every year in order to lose myself and travel far away from reality as I
knew it. During this time, I would immerse myself in a
different culture and a different language, and some of
my favorite memories were the times I traveled to Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. Yucatan is the actual name of the
30th of the 31 states that make up the Federal Republic
of Mexico.Yucatan, along with Campeche and Quintana
Roo, are the three Mexican States that comprise the land
mass known as the Yucatan Peninsula, or as it’s commonly known, “The Yucatan.”
The Yucatan Peninsula was created approxi38 |Thoroughfare

mately 65 million years ago as a result of the Chicxulub
meteor; the one that scientists believe was responsible
for the extinction of the dinosaurs. When the meteor impacted Earth, it lifted huge coral formations out of the
sea to form the existing peninsula, leaving part of the
crater under the Gulf of Mexico and another part which
lies under the peninsula itself.
When I was a younger man, not yet burdened
by life's many responsibilties, I had traveled extensively throughout Latin America. My time in the Yucatan,
however, was always my favorite. I don’t remember
ever paying more than $150 for a round trip airline ticket
from Houston to Merida, even at peak season. Now one
has to pay a minimum of three times that amount, as I
did when I returned to the land of my youth, accompanied by my girlfriend, Julia, during the last Christmas
break from my studies at UST.
To the east of Merida lies Valladolid, a colonial city in
the country's interior on the way to Yucatan’s Caribbean
coast. It is a stopping-off point for those travelers whose

destination is the pre-Columbian ruins of Chichen Itza.
that the Mayan people used in the construction of the
Pre-Columbian in this context refers to the historical era
pyramids. At the center of the newer ruins stands the
before the arrival of explorer and profiteer, Christopher
main pyramid, El Castillo (The Castle). Named by the
Columbus, to the “New World.”
Spanish explorers and standing 98 feet above the YucatVery little has changed in Valladolid since that
an landscape, one used to be able to climb the 91 steps
memorable morning in 1982
to the top where you could
when I woke up and looked
see blue skies and the green
out my hotel window to
jungle (la selva verde) for
view a knife fight between
miles in every direction.
two vendors in the zocalo
Back then, vendors were
(town square). I never did
forbidden from entering the
find out what the skirmish
ruins, and, unlike now, they
was over and I do not restayed outside the entrance.
member anyone getting seriBecause of the mass influx
ously hurt or maimed. I do,
of vendors, a theme park
however, remember I had a
atmosphere exists, and one
bus to catch to “The Mayan
forgets he or she is walking
Riviera.” The town of Valthrough antiquities created
ladolid is tamer these days,
by an ancient civilization.
with less of a Wild West at“Hola amigo,” said the
mosphere because there apvendor as we walked down
pears to be more tourism.
the sacred path to the sacriThe city fathers now keep
ficial well or cenote. “Quieres
The Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico
the “riff raff” off the streets
comprar una camisa? Son
Photo courtesy NASA
during prime time to mainhechos a mano.” (Do you
tain their new source of income. Near the center of town
want to buy a shirt? They are made from hand.) “It’s
stands the Cathedral of San Gervasio, built by the Franvery likely they were made by hand in some sweatshop
ciscans in 1570. Once run down and neglected, this coin Asia, and not in Mexico,” I said to my girlfriend of the
lonial-era church was recently given a facelift, complete
last five years. In reality, very few clothes and folk art
with colored lights that dramatically illuminate the ediare still made by hand as they were 20 years ago. Most
fice at night. “I can’t believe they hired a lighting designof the "hand made" goods here are all mass-produced by
er from Los Angeles to design the outdoor lighting for
machine either in Mexico or elsewhere in the world, and
the church,” I said to my girlfriend Julia as we walked
I wouldn’t be surprised they aren't imported from some
back to the hotel room after dinner. “The last time I came
other developing nation.
through this town the church was all but abandoned,
Next we found ourselves on Isla Mujeres (Island
falling down and in need of some TLC.”
of Women). Christened by the Spanish explorers, the isWhen I first came to the Yucatan, Highway 18
land is just eight miles off the northwestern coast of the
from Merida to Cancun cut
Yucatan and can be reached
right through the middle of
by ferry at Puerto Juarez
the ruins of Chichen Itza, dijust north of Cancun. Small
viding the older pre-Classic
15-foot wooden fishing
ruins (200 BCE) from the
boats that departed hourly
newer post-Classic ruins
and serviced a maximum
(900 CE). By newer, I mean
of 10 passengers with lugthe difference of more than
gage have been replaced
in the 20 years I have been
1000 years. Over the last
away with massive, modtwo decades, someone figern ferry boats that leave
ured out that excessive automobile traffic and exhaust
every fifteen minutes and
fumes would contribute to
can accommodate up to 75
the destruction of this anpassengers, as well as carcient city, which has stubgo. They have digital video
bornly refused to succumb
screens, restrooms, and a
Chichen Itza
to the persistent reclamation
full-service bar. “There isn’t
Photo courtesy Wiki Commons
attempts of the Jungle over
a hotel room to be had on
the last two millenia.
the island for less than $90
for a double,” I said to Julia after searching for shelter
In the early 1980s, there were no modern amenifor the night. “The last time I stayed on the island I paid
ties at the ruins. There was no visitor center, gift shop,
$12 for my hotel room.” Julia replied, “You’re not 19
public restrooms, and no snack bar. One could also acanymore, and this isn’t the 1980s.” In the Yucatan, time
tually climb on the ruins and feel the porous limestone
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Feathered Serpents at Chichen Itza
Photo by Ivan Koop Kuper

stands still, especially on the beaches of Isla Mujeres.
One could visit the island during Christmas time and if
one were to return later in the year, the yuletide decorations of the town would still be visible. The heat and
humidity of the tropics slow down time. Even the dark
gray iguanas that cohabitate the island along with the local Yucatecans are in no big hurry to be on time for their
next appointment.
Throughout the 1950s and the early 1960s, it was
common to take a ferry that sailed 90 miles from Key
West to Havana in order to hit the casinos and take in a
show or two. There were plans by the Mexican government to receive ferries from Cuba at the Yucatan’s northwestern port city of Progresso during this time. However, when the United States enacted its present trade
embargo with Cuba after Fidel Castro announced his
allegiance
to the Soviet Union, Mexico decided to take the side of
the United States so as to not alienate them. The plans
for a ferry to Cuba have been on the back burner ever
since. Mexico does, however, have a direct flight from
Cancun to Havana that leaves daily and there are talks
between the U.S. State Department and private U.S. in40 |Thoroughfare

vestors concerning the reinstatement of ferry service to
Cuba from the United States by the end of 2012.
There was a time when you could take a bus or
rent a car and drive south from Cancun down to Chetumal near the Belizean border, and if desired, you could
pull off the highway and drive straight to an open beach
of white sand and turquoise water. In the last 10 years,
the Mexican government has relaxed its laws preventing
foreign investors from owning property leading to the
country’s beaches. The reason was fear of invasion from
a foreign nation. However, the Mexican government’s
worst fears have been realized, and if one were to drive
down the coastal highway of Route 307, Mexico has in
fact been inundated by foreign invaders. They have constructed gated communities and mid-rise condominiums where once there were only open beaches for miles.
These new “improvements” prevent public access and
random exploration of one of Mexico’s most beautiful
and previously accessible natural resources. With the
Mexican government's current relaxed attitude regarding foreign real estate ownership, the Yucatan is rapidly
becoming the United States of America's 51st state.

River Oaks Bookstore
J enny S ornson
River Oaks Bookstore, one of the oldest independent bookstores in the Houston
area, offers customers a wide selection of unique books in a comfortable and
friendly setting.

R

Maintaining the success of an independent bookiver Oaks Bookstore is one of the oldest indepenstore
has
not been easy for the last ten to fifteen years
dent general bookstores in this area. It has a warm
because
of
the spread of “Big Box” stores like Barnes and
and welcoming environment that makes you want to curl
Nobles
and
Borders. Such stores have dominated the
up on one of its couches and read for the rest of the day.
market
and
strangled
out many of the smaller operations.
Michael Jones, his wife Josie, and his mother Jeanne Jard
But
today,
the
market
seems to be swinging back around
collectively own the store, which is located in a shopping
in
favor
of
small
businesses.
Michael talked about how
center at the intersection of Westheimer and River Oaks
they
had
endured
over
the
years:
“We survived because
Boulevard. It is easily accessible and worth a visit. The
we
do
what
we
care
about,
and
our
customers care about
store is chock-full of books, though not overwhelming.
it
too.
We
do
what
we
do
because
we
really love it. This
The shelves are well organized, the genres and sections
is
a
community
bookstore.
People
come
talk and hang
clearly labeled, and eye catching displays show new or
out.
It
is
comfortable.”
Customers
are
welcome
and ennoteworthy merchandise. At some points throughout
couraged
to
visit,
stay
a
while,
and
read.
There
is also
its long history, Michael, Josie, and Jeanne struggled to
complementary
coffee
available,
a
basket
of
cookies
on
keep the business going, but they persevered for their
the
table,
and
a
comfy
seatlove of books and the coming area for customers, so
River Oaks Bookstore often hosts
munity that supports them.
Three
like-minded Author events. Notable authors who they thoroughly enjoy their
experience.
women originally opened
have visited the store include SteThe River Oaks Bookthe store in West Gray Street
phen
King,
Arianna
Huffington,
Maustore
is a very communityabout thirty-five years ago.
oriented
establishment. Its
reen
Reagan,
John
Grisham,
and
They were local Houstonians
only
advertizing
is through
who shared a love for reading
Nicholas Sparks.
local
publications
like the
books, had extra time on their
Examiner,
or
through
other
establishments
in
the
area,
hands, and wanted something to do. So, they decided to
including
schools
like
Lamar
High
School
and
St.
John’s
open a bookstore. Jeanne Jard joined their establishment
School, both of which are in close proximity to the store.
at the very beginning of its existence as a part-time emAs Michael said, any advertizing done is “specifically
ployee. She eventually became a partner with the other
aimed at our community things.” Other than that, any
women, and finally bought them out by 1992. As the sole
hype about the bookstore is spread through word of
owner, Jeanne faced some hard times with the business
mouth. I, for one, heard about it from a classmate here
over the next couple of years, and she chose to move the
at the University of St. Thomas. River Oaks is an historic
store to its present location when a franchise of Crown
area, but it is also a diverse and “neat community.” “I
Books opened next door. Her son Michael and his wife
love the people,” Jeanne said, “they are all so unique.”
Josie, though, became partners with Jeanne in 1996, and
They are also incredibly friendly; you can witness them
since then it has been a family owned and operated busitalking to each other in the store and giving book recness.
42 |Thoroughfare

ommendations. In Michael’s opinion, though, while the
wife wanted him to get rid of it. He proposed that River
customers keep the business going, the employees keep
Oaks Bookstore take some of them on consignment, the
the customers coming back. They are always available to
book owner would set the price, and the store would sell
talk, help, and serve you, the customer, as best they can.
the books for him. The arrangement worked out well,
“If you ask for something we will find it,” Michael said.
and they have continued that process ever since. Over
His mother jokingly added, “We do everything here. We
the years, the section has expanded as the store has “coleven have curb service!”
lected collectors,” as Michael put it, who participate in
The owners care so much about the community
the same way. Each collector has his own special genre of
because they have long been members themselves. Originterest, and that has defined the different categories in
inally from Louisiana, where Jeanne grew up and got her
the rare books section. The categories include mystery/
degree in Journalism from Louisiana State University,
thriller, history, hunting and fishing, architecture and art,
the family moved to Houston in 1960 because Michael’s
and Texana.
father worked in the oil business. Michael and his two
As another outlet for community involvement,
brothers all went to Memorial High School, and both of
the store hosts book clubs and discussion groups. Jeanne
his brothers still live in the
told me about one in parMemorial area. Michael left
ticular that she was directHouston at one point to go
ing. It consists of a group of
to the University of Texas in
women who read and disAustin, where he majored in
cuss literature about outEnglish; but he eventually
standing women. They also
came back to the city he conhold many events like book
siders home. Josie is a nareadings and author vistive Houstonian, born and
its, including events supraised. She went to St. John’s
porting local and regional
School, then to the Univerauthors. Michael said they
sity of Houston, where she
have been visited by “lots
got her degree in psycholof interesting people.” Beogy before continuing on to
cause it is a small, indepenlaw school. All three owners
dent store, they do not get
love the city in which they
many big-name, national
River Oaks Bookstore Owners Michael Jones and
live, and, as Michael rightly
authors, but they have an
Jeanne Jard
said of his family’s store,
impressive list of past visiPhoto courtesy River Oaks Bookstore
“This is a Houston busitors. Among them are, Steness.”
phen King, George Will,
Arianna Huffington, Dominic Dunne, Maureen Reagan,
Michael, Jeanne, and Jodie are more than simply
John Grisham, and Nicholas Sparks. “The authors that
business owners; they work in this field because they
come here,” Jeanne said, “are fascinating, and all so diflove it. Jeanne said her favorite part of working in the
ferent.”
bookstore is that she is “totally happy surrounded by
books,” but she has no problem letting them go and sellThrough my visits to the store and interaction
ing them, because she always has a whole new shipment
with the owners, I can see how the business has lasted so
to select and order, a seemingly never-ending supply.
long and made it through the hard times it faced. When
Each family member also has a specific genre of interest
I first showed up at the store, Jeanne greeted me warmly
and expertise. Jeanne likes to read “mid-list books that
and called to Michael that I had arrived for the interview.
won’t be known about,” usually more literary in qualShe offered me a cup of coffee and told me to take a seat.
ity. Josie also reads more literary works, but also enjoys
As we all got comfortable and I started asking questions,
mysteries. These two women have a good time workthey were friendly and open, elaborating on every point
ing together to keep the selection of children’s books upthey made. Jeanne told me of her experience operating
dated as well. Michael reads more “guy stuff,” such as
the store, and as she spoke, her love for books and care
history books and thrillers. Their different interests help
for others showed through. When the conversation came
them stock the different sections of the store.
to a lull and I struggled with the interview, Michael graciously prompted some of his own topics and kept the
In the bookstore’s extensive collection of literaconversation going. Soon, the conversation became more
ture, one of the most notable attractions is the rare books
personal than a normal interview when they showed
section. It is a very interesting aspect of the store, with a
a genuine interest in me and my life. It was the most
glass case to preserve the oldest, most fragile books. “It
pleasant interview I could hope to have. The River Oaks
is not a huge section of the business, but it is unique,”
Bookstore is an inviting, cozy environment that would
said Michael. The owners had no intention to create a
tempt anyone to sink into the sofa and indulge in a good
rare books section, but it developed naturally through
book or interesting conversation. I will definitely return,
members of the community. A customer came in years
and I recommend that anyone interested in a similar exago in the mid 1990s with a proposition for them. He
had accumulated a huge collection of old books, but his
perience should take the time to visit.
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TNT Jujitsu
A School that Improves Lives
P hillip M ac A rthur
UST's Martial Arts Program is taught at TNT Jujitsu by eighth-degree black belt
Terry Overstreet. This program not only teaches UST students valuable selfdefense skills, but also instills in students lessons of courage, honor, and
discipline.

I

translated into English, means something like “gentle
t was August 2008. The fall semester at the University
art” or “science of softness.” This term refers to the fact
of St. Thomas was just beginning, and the freshmen
that jujitsu is a fighting art that does not rely on strength
were starting to settle in and find their places on camin muscle, toughness, or size. Instead, the art is based
pus. Going off to college is thought of as the time when
on studied techniques that come from inner energy that
young adults leave their homes and venture out into the
does not wane with fatigue or old age befalling the pracworld, either boldly or reluctantly, and get their first taste
titioner’s body. The art of jujitsu also offers diversity; it is
of living independently. I was one of those freshmen in
not solely limited to just throws, strikes, or ground techFall 2008, and I definitely fell into the category of “relucniques; it incorporates all of them and more, so one has
tant to go out into the real world.” Knowing myself to
the ability to choose what type of technique best suits
be a socially awkward person, I concluded that I would
certain situations. TNT is adamant about holding to this
need to change my tendencies in order to make it in the
idea of reliance on proper poreal world. I understood that
this change would not be as Jujitsu, which translated means "gen- sition and movement, and
not body strength or muscle.
simple as a one-time visit to a
tle
art,"
is
a
form
of
martial
arts
which
Because of this emphastudent counselor, but would
does
not
rely
on
muscle
strength,
sis
on
the use of pure techbe something I would have to
nique,
everyone can train
toughness,
or
size.
work hard at over a long peequally;
women can do the
riod of time. I looked into and
exact
same
techniques
as
men,
and
smaller
individuals
signed up for the UST martial arts program, reckoning
can
work
with
larger
people.
The
real
benefit
is that all
that learning some form of martial arts would help me
the
techniques
work
perfectly
well
in
real-life
situations
in my ability to deal with other people. The martial arts
for which self-defense is needed. It is important to note
club introduced me to a wonderful school that I never
that the focus of this particular art is not on competition,
would have found on my own: TNT Jujitsu. This school
thus limiting the variation of techniques to follow a set of
has gone above and beyond my expectations and has
competition rules. Neither is it training in fight choreogdone wonders in helping me overcome my social probraphy, as would be taught to actors in action movies for
lems.
the sake of looking impressive. The jujitsu taught at TNT
is the same as what was used by the Samurai warriors in
he teachings of tnt jujitsu
ancient Japan for warfare.
TNT Jujitsu is located in Northwest Houston, on
Not only does the school offer classes for people
the corner of West Gulf Bank and North Houston Rossof
college-age,
but it also offers classes for children as
lyn, and it has been open for more than 10 years. It is
young
as
four
years
old. In the adult class, in which the
a dojo, which is the Japanese word for a “school” that
UST
Martial
Arts
Club
participates, there is no limit on
specializes in teaching Japanese Jujitsu. Jujitsu, literally

T
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age; if you are fit enough to walk and lift your arms, you
can learn and execute jujitsu techniques.
These techniques have the potential to be very
powerful, and this is why TNT Jujitsu also teaches another dimension of this art: inner peace. Meditation is a
big part of jujitsu training and is considered very important for every student. This meditation is not any sort of
prayer or worship, however. It is, instead, a way of clearing one’s mind of worries and distractions and relaxing
one’s body muscles so as to maximize awareness and effectiveness. As most people know, when people are mad
or stressed, they tend to make unwise decisions. Meditation helps one purge this stress and form the habit of
avoiding anger, so that judgment is not clouded during
a time when focusing on doing a jujitsu technique could
be vital.

How

teachers create a school

The head instructor at TNT Jujitsu is Sensei
(teacher) Torey Overstreet. He has been trained in jujitsu
from a very young age and has also been trained in karate, judo, and other arts. Overstreet has an eighth-degree
black belt in jujitsu and has been awarded the title of shihan, meaning more than simply a teacher, but a teacher
of teachers. Overstreet has traveled to Japan on many
occasions to train in the country of origin of jujitsu. In
his own way, Overstreet wants to keep the Japanese culture and tradition of martial arts alive in TNT. He noted
that the main difference between training in Japan as opposed to America is not in the quality of training necessarily, but the fact that there are very good teachers almost everywhere you go in Japan.1 A program in which
people who have just started training can be taught directly by someone of a high rank is not common in the
world of martial arts.
TNT Jujitsu also offers the teaching of assistant
instructor Nguyen Griggs, also known as Sensei Tom.
He is a graduate of UST, and he headed UST’s martial
arts program before it transitioned to training in TNT’s
adult class. Griggs has a third-degree black belt and is
always willing to offer his assistance.

Children

in jujitsu

As mentioned earlier, these jujitsu classes are
not just for those in the age-range of a college student.
A very important aspect of TNT Jujitsu is the classes it
offers for younger children. Americans long for a better
future, and the key to obtaining that is by better rearing
the children who will inherit and shape the future. When
asked what the goal of the children’s program at TNT
Jujitsu is, Torey Overstreet said: “It teaches children discipline and confidence. They become something better
than they would be without martial arts. …Better youth
lead to better teenagers, and [so on into] adulthood.”
A true understanding of jujitsu will lead to attributes and traits that many of today’s young people
are lacking: respect and discipline. If we want a better
future, we cannot just sit by idly and expect someone
else to make everything better. Instead, we have to take
the initiative and instruct our generation’s children in

the basic, foundational principles required for creating a
better world filled with better people.

UST

martial arts program

My first introduction to TNT Jujitsu came though
the UST Martial Arts Club. As it stands now, the Martial
Arts Club trains along with the TNT adult class, but this
was not always the case. Past club president John Reece
recounts the experience of the time when the club trained
at the UST campus gym, in a program taught by Nguyen
Griggs: “Training used to take place in the dance room
in Jerabeck, which had a number of drawbacks. It was
not uncommon that we would be short on mat space and
have to take turns practicing techniques…Also, because
it was a shared space, there was also the chance of having class interrupted by gym goers.”2
As time went on, Griggs found himself unable to
continue teaching the on-campus classes. As Reece said,
“…the jujitsu classes were instructed by Sensei Tom,
who was a student of Kyoshi Torey at TNT Jujitsu…I
had been to TNT Jujitsu on many occasions, and I was
familiar with everyone there.” He continued, “It seemed
obvious at that point that the next step for [Martial Arts
Club] would be to move classes over to TNT Jujitsu.”3
Reece is very glad for the new training setting
for the Martial Arts Club, which now includes plenty
of room to work, better cushioned mats, several other
people twith whom to work, and direct instruction from
an eighth degree black belt, Sensei Overstreet. As it now
stands, the Martial Arts Club offers the learning of courage, honor, and discipline for UST students. The club
still trains at TNT Jujitsu and has more members than
ever. I joined this club my freshman year and am now its
president. It means a lot to me, and I hope it will grow
even bigger and better so other UST students can learn
the same valuable lessons that both John Reece and I
have learned.
On average, most Americans do not practice martial arts—or if they did, it was only for a short while, a
long time ago. They would typically say that they did
not have the time to reach the black belt level and had to
move on with other aspects of life. But when one studies a genuine martial art devoutly, one loses the desire
to obtain a black belt as just a trophy or sign of accomplishment, and instead one studies the art for the sake
of inner self improvement. Instead of adding to one's
ego, this type of training is humbling; it teaches the
weak to become strong, and the strong to become selfcontrolled. If more people in this country took martial
arts, there would be an increase in respect and compassion because, even though there would be a potentially
extreme amount of power placed in the hands of many,
if those that have that power were instructed well, they
would know to respect it and not abuse it. This is the importance of having a good martial arts school, like TNT
Jujitsu. I believe that it has helped me get over the reluctances and awkwardness I felt when beginning college,
and it has ultimately helped me become a better person.
Notes on page 54
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A Dream Within a Dream
The Poe Toaster
M ary F eehery

A tradition swathed in mystery and secrecy takes place every January 19 in an
old cemetery in Baltimore, Maryland. Aficionados of Edgar Allan Poe’s chilling
short stories and poetry like to start his birthday celebrations in an appropriate tradition rich with history, hidden meaning, secrecy, and an early morning
grave yard visit. What could be a more fitting tribute?

2

:00 am. The mists of dreamland slowly part as
you’re made aware of a soft beeping. It doesn’t take
much to rouse you; only three beeps in fact. You roll over
carefully to make sure your wife wasn’t awakened by
the alarm and smile a bit at her soft snores, envying the
ease with which she dropped off earlier that night. You
couldn’t fall asleep until midnight. You were much
too excited, and you realise that by the time
you return, it will be time to get ready for
work. Ugh, work. The day is going to be
especially long and tiring; it’s this way
every year. Still, in honour of tradition
and mystery, you haul yourself out
of bed without grumbling. Your eyes
catch the man in the mirror. Tonight,
for tonight only, you don’t feel like
him. You feel more than the average
Joe staring back at you. In defiance of
the truthful and unmysterious lie of
the reflection, you don first the black
pants, then the black long-sleeved shirt
over your thermals. Each piece is reverently taken out of a box in the back of
the closet. The black peacoat is next, with
its many darned tears and rips. There is another one forming under the left armpit, you
note. Moving into the living room, you now remove a
well-thumbed copy of Edgar Allan Poe’s short stories.
You pour yourself a tumbler of cognac and smile at the
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Martell label. You think, “I’m lucky Dad had such good
taste,” and settle into the chair with The Premature Burial.
You finish the drink and the story simultaneously. 3:00
am. You eye the bottle sitting on the end table. Almost
half, you decide. You definitely don’t mind this part of
the tradition. Being slightly tipsy takes the edge off the
cold and adds to the mystery of the night. You stand
and reach for the black gloves, the wide-brimmed
hat, the white scarf, the silver-tipped cane.
Looking around, you make sure everything’s
in order before taking three long-stemmed
roses out of the refrigerator and disappearing from your average house, average job, average family, average self into
the ominous darkness.
:45 am. Jerome and his guests are
inside the church, and you can feel
their eyes on you as you materialise
from the darkness. There is a surprising lack of irritation or impatience, even
among the crowd of uninvited spectators gathered outside the cemetery; when
they notice you, they practically hold their
breath just to preserve the morning silence.
You place the three roses on the grave marker next to the half-empty bottle of cognac (Poe
would’ve liked it better than a half-full one). You briefly
touch the top with your left hand and catch Jerome’s eye
in the window, giving him the secret sign, the one you

3

would never tell. No one tries to apprehend you. They
ate.
let you live your night of intrigue; you help them creNo one has seen the Poe Toaster since his visit in
ate theirs. Three minutes later, you disappear, and no
2009, the year marking Poe’s bicentennial. In 1993, the
one tries to follow. The Poe Toaster returns to his hiding
original Toaster left a note saying something to the effect
place in the back of a closet for another 365 days.
that “The torch will be passed.” In the subsequent years,
The Poe Toaster, as he is affectionately called by
reports of two men, one taller than the other, continued,
Poe fans and the Baltimore press, steals into the graveand these were popularly presumed to be the sons of the
yard where Poe was originally buried and places three
original Toaster. Jerome worries that the reason for the
red roses and half of a bottle of cognac at the old grave
absence is that perhaps the Toaster may have died. Howmarker. He stays anywhere from three minutes to an
ever, if one had died, the other might simply take over
hour paying his tribute and then leaves in the same inthe tradition on his own. No, I believe, like many others,
decipherable manner as he entered. Edgar Allan Poe’s
that if the Toaster were ever to cease the tradition, the
birthday celebrations are thus begun in the early mornbicentennial of Poe’s birth would be a logical year to do
ing hours of January 19 in one of the most appropriate
so.
ways imaginable.
For the past two January’s, there has ensued a
The behaviour of this follower of the Master of
long debate about whether the Toaster actually visited
Macabre has elicited many questions. Puzzled spectators
the grave. Let me make myself more understandable;
wonder why the man pays tribute on the day of Poe’s
the man who began the tradition, at least the one whom
birth rather than death.
Jerome first discovered at
What do the three red roses
the grave in 1977, has not
signify? Why does he leave
revisited the grave since
a bottle of cognac, and why
1993. His sons, or to whomis it half gone? Why does he
ever he passed the torch,
not visit two blocks away,
have not returned for the
where Poe is actually buried,
past two years. But men
as opposed to his original
and women have still come
grave marker? The most infrom all over to pay a fitteresting question remains:
ting tribute to Poe’s genius.
who is this man?
Some come in the “wrong”
scarf, some wear street
Of course, no one
clothes, some even show
knows the real answers to all
up in a limousine. Perhaps
of these questions, but there
the Poe Toaster is leaving
is a surprising consensus on
room for other Poe fanatics
a few conjectures. The three
Illustration by Mary Feehery
to make the tradition their
roses, according to popular
own. The man whose footsteps I recounted above has
interpretation, are for Poe, his wife, and his mother-inno face; he could be anyone. The reason for the original
law, all of whom had been buried there in the family lot.
Toaster’s anonymity is uncertain, but I believe he purThe public has not ventured a guess about the cognac.
posefully left his identity a mystery because he did not
Cognac features in none of Poe’s stories or poems. Why
want the custom to rely on any one man. By keeping his
does the Toaster not bring something more appropriate,
identity anonymous, he lets everyone who waits at that
such as Amontillado, to the grave?
grave in the early hours of the wintry morning be the
In August of 2007, a man of 92 years named Sam
Poe Toaster. Reporting on 2011’s absence of the Toaster,
Porpora tried to answer some of the questions. He told
James Barnett calls each of the four alternate Toasters
the press that he was the original Poe Toaster. He mainwho did grace the grave with roses and cognac “impostained that the idea originated in an attempt to gather
tors.” Michael Madden, who was also there, tells his
money and publicity for Westminster Church (now
eager readers that, indeed, the Poe Toaster did appear.
Westminster Hall) in the late 1960s. This would have
put a kink in the traditional timeline of the Poe Toaster
Each Toaster who made the pilgrimage fully embodied
legend, which says that the tradition began in 1949. He
the spirit of the tradition. Madden states, “I left…, satdid, however, tell Wiley Hall of USA Today that the roses
isfied, realising that the Poe Toaster is not a particular
were for Poe, Poe’s wife, and Poe’s mother-in-law, and
person, but rather a concept. An idea.” Jerome has menthat the bottle of Martell cognac was for Poe because
tioned that if the original Toaster doesn’t show next year,
he “loved the stuff even though he couldn’t afford to
2012, he will quit his vigil, effectively giving up the hope
drink it unless someone else was buying.” Although Jeff
of a return visit. What he fails to see is that the Toaster
Jerome, the curator of the Poe House museum and the
did manifest; he manifested in the love and sacrifice of
man who has kept vigil in the catacombs of the nearby
every “faux Toaster” and spectator, and even Jerome
church every year since 1977, was at first confused and
himself, that morning.
a little hurt at this shocking statement, he soon realised
that perhaps Porpora, truly a mentor to Jerome, was havNotes on page 54
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Cirque de Soleil
An Enchanting Escape from Reality
N atalie R. R omero

F

ixated, eyes wide in utter amazement, the audience
claps wildly for the two performers who emerge
from the darkness. The performers are in white face
makeup and wear beautiful white costumes that capture
the light marvelously as they walk onto center stage. The
sounds of gasps fill the entire arena; the music that fills
the room enhralls the audience as the two performers
in white stare at one another. They reach up, he wraps
his arm around her waist, and the duo takes flight. The
couple in white start to spin elegantly in the air as two
more performers in long, yellow gowns join them, encircling the couple in white. Soon after, all four touch the
ground, and the entire stage fills with other performers
in brightly colored costumes, elaborate hair pieces, and
eccentric face makeup causing the audience to go wild!
This extraordinary scene is from Varekai, one of the
many acclaimed productions by the critically celebrated
international entertainment circus group, Cirque Du Soleil (Circus of the Sun).
Cirque Du Soleil has faced a long journey, and
with an enormously positive reaction to its eccentric productions, it has achieved world fame. Touring throughout the world, including the United States, Cirque de
Soleil has established permanent productions for fans
to enjoy. This unique circus continually reminds us that
live performances can still be enjoyed in a society where
movies and television dominate the entertainment industry.

The

beginning of cirque du soleil

Cirque Du Soleil is self-described as a “dramatic
mix of circus arts and street entertainment.”1 This worldfamous circus was founded in Baie-Saint Paul, Montreal,
in 1984 by two former street performers, Guy Laliberte
and Daniel Gauthier. In the early 1980s, Guy Laliberte
was a member of a street performing troupe named Les
Echassiers (“The Stiltwalkers of Baie-Saint-Paul”). This
theatre troupe amazed the residents of Baie-Saint-Paul
with its entertaining antics, which included stilt-walking, juggling, dancing, breathing fire, and playing music. Eventually, however, Les Echassiers faced financial
problems that prevented them from continuing. It was
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because of a government grant, issued by the Providence
of Quebec in 1984, that Cirque Du Soleil was born.
At this time, Quebec was searching for an event
that would celebrate the 450th anniversary of the discovery of Canada, and thanks to Guy Laliberte’s recommendation, the organizers decided on a tour of Cirque Du
Soleil: Le Grand Tour Du Cirque Soleil.2 Cirque Du Soleil
has set itself apart from the traditional circus by adopting a different approach to its performances. For example, the company does not use stage animals, but instead
uses more theatrical and character-driven techniques
performed by actors, dancers, acrobats, contortionists,
and many other kinds of performers. Throughout the
27 years that Cirque has been performing world-wide,

it has earned many presinto a luxuriant green forest
tigious awards, includthat is inhabited by enchanting four Primetime Emmy
ed creatures that teach him
awards, and a star on the
how to fly once again. As he
Hollywood Walk of Fame.
is learning how to fly again,
“The purpose of the
he meets the love of his life,
circus is to get past
La Promise. “The word
the traditional rules
Varekai means wherever in
and to defy the limits
the Romany language of
of reality. The goal
the gypsies: the universal
is to show a dream
wanderers. This production
that reinvents the cirplays tribute to the nomadic
cus world to make
soul, to the spirit and art of
it brand new. This
the circus tradition, and to
brand new circus is
the infinite passion of those
due to the fact that the
whose quest takes them
country had no circus
along the path that leads to
traditions at all, so
Varekai.”4
the roots are different
Eiko Ishioka has been
Photo courtesy Cirque de Soleil
from the conventional
in charge of the costuming of
circus acts, with some
Varekai for many years now. She has drawn inspiration
elements dating back to the Middle Ages.”3
from plant life, reptiles, land animals, marine life, wind,
Cirque Du Soleil has performed a total of 27 shows from
water, fire, and wood. For this particular show, there is
1984 to the present, and already has new shows in the
a total 130 costumes in the entire production, and more
works for 2012 and 2015. 			
than 600 items make the entire wardrobe of the cosIn addition to all of its shows, Cirque also has partumes, shoes, hats, and accessories.5
ticipated in other projects. For instance, they are currentThe whimsical face makeup of the performers
ly working on a side project called Cirque du Monde, a
complete the costume ensemble. Nathalie Gagne is the
social action project designed to reach the troubled youth,
makeup artist who has been in charge of Varekai. Her
and Jukari Fit to Fly, a program dedicated to promote fitamazing talent and fresh approach to makeup help bring
ness. Past projects include a five-minute performance
these amazing characters to life. To her, “Unlike actors,
that was created for the 74th Academy Awards in March
acrobats aren’t used to studying their own faces…One of
2002 and a performance created for the Super Bowl XLI
my goals is to get them to
pre-game show in February
do just that, and help them
2007. Currently, Cirque du
find within themselves
Soleil has more than 5,000
,what I call ‘lines of force’
employees who come from
that will serve to build
all over the world. The
their characters.”6
Cirque's performers vary in
In addition to the cosage; some have been born
tumes and makup, music
into the Cirque, and some
plays a large role in any
have been performing with
production by Cirque Du
the company since the age of
Soleil. It helps the audi5.
ence to feel and understand what is happening
arekai
on stage. Varekai’s music
Aerial hoops, clown
is described as down-temacts, Georgian dance, balancpo, chill-out house music
ing acts, juggling, Russian
with a Latin twist. The live
swings, and triple trapeze
music that is heard during
is what you will experience
the show is performed by
in Cirque’s performance of
seven musicians and two
Varekai. This magnificent
singers.
Varekai's score
performance transports the
was composed by Violaine
audience to the world of the
Corradi, who employs difGreek myth of Icarus. Vaferent music styles and
rekai tells this mythical story
genres in her composiwith a Cirque twist. In this
tions. For this production,
version, Icarus does not fall
Violaine has combined the
Photo courtesy Cirque de Soleil
from the sky into the sea but
sounds of Hawaiian ritu-

V
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26 musical pieces. The songs are mixed so that the lyrics
als, 11th-century French troubadour songs, and tradiand instrumentation from one song blend into the next…
tional Armenian melodies. For those who enjoyed the
A commercial soundtrack of
music from the show, Cirque ofthe show was released in Nofers an album containing variavember 2006.”7 Unlike most
tions of each song from Varekai.
of Cirque Du Soleil’s perforThe album for Varekai was armances, Love is not performed
ranged and produced by British
world-wide; it is performed in
artist, actor, screenwriter, and
only The Mirage in Las Vegas,
composer Nitin Sawhney. The
Nevada.
album includes vocals of the
As a result of Love's
two original singers, Zara Telsuccess, Cirque Du Soleil felt
lander and Maithieu Lavoie; the
confident enough to launch
soundtrack features the vocals
another production similar
of world music artists Natacha
to Love. Viva Elvis, a producAtlas and Tina Grace.
Varekai premiered on
tion which features the music
April 24, 2002, in Montreal, and
of Elvis Presley, premiered on
has toured the world with more
February 19, 2010. Cirque colthan 3,000 shows. Varekai has
laborated with Elvis Presley
been seen by more than 6 milEnterprises to produce this
lion spectators. This spectacular
show. Just like Love, Viva Elvis
show has come to Houston, Texfeatures the prerecorded music
as, only once, in 2005. Although
of Elvis Presley, rather than live
I was unable to see the live permusical performances. Viva Elformance, Varekai is by far my
vis features songs such as "Blue
favorite show from Cirque Du
Suede Shoes," "All Shook Up,"
"Love Me Tender," "Jailhouse
Soleil. Varekai was the perforRock," "Viva Las Vegas," and
mance that introduced me to the
Photo courtesy Cirque de Soleil
other popular songs by the
world of Cirque Du Soleil, and
King of Rock. This show is not performed world-wide
even though I have not seen it live, I would like to do so
either; it is performed only at the Aria Resort and Casino
one day. It is currently touring in the Philippines, Korea,
in Las Vegas, Nevada.8
and Taiwan.
Having had major success with Love and Viva
irque du soleil plays tribute to the
Elvis, Cirque Du Soleil is gearing up to launch its next
beatles with love
tribute-style show to the late King of Pop, Michael JackCirque Du Soleil is known for its performances
son. The show is titled Michael Jackson: The Immortal
telling elaborate stories with eccentric themes, but in
World Tour and will be performed until July 17, 2012.
2006 Cirque introduced a new kind of show. On June
The Michael Jackson tribute show will tour within North
30, 2006, Cirque Du Soleil premiered a production called
America, and it is planned that it will eventually stay in
Love – a tribute that celebrates the musical legacy of The
Las Vegas, but depending on sales it could be performed
Beatles. This idea, born in 2000, is the result of collaboworld-wide. It is said to be Cirque Du Soleil’s most anration between former Beatles member George Harrison
ticipated show ever and is expected to be extremely sucand Cirque Du Soleil founder Guy Laliberte. The story
cessful.
plot is essentially the biography of The Beatles through
the band’s beginning and journey into international starhis is just the beginning
dom. Love does not depict real life accounts of any of
It has been 27 years since Cirque Du Soleil began
The Beatles' members, or any real events from the band's
its journey, but this is just the beginning. Cirque is alhistory. Instead the plot of Love was inspired by the ficways in the process of developing new shows to contional characters from The Beatles' music. Any Beatles
tinue its tradition of delivering one of the world's finfan, such as myself, would quickly recognize the names
est and most spectacular circus shows. One important
of the show's characters, such as Eleanor Rigby, Father
aspect about this contemporary circus company is that
Mackenzie, Lady Madonna, Sergeant Pepper, and the
even with its world-wide fame, the troupe has not forWalrus / Eggman. The cast of Love includes a total of
gotten its humble beginnings. They pride themselves
65 performers, and each featured song is the name of a
on their growing success, but they continue to strive for
scene. This would not be a Cirque Du Soeil show if it
improvement in their unique artform. Cirque Du Soleil's
did not have its usual acts such as Korean rope, Russian
priority remains the enjoyment of their audiences and
swing, rope contortion, bungee, trampoline, free runsupporters. Cirque Du Soleil’s gift to their audiences is
ning, and so much more. Unlike most other Cirque Du
a chance to forget the present, escape from reality, and
Soleil shows, Love uses prerecorded material from The
simply be immersed in the strange and beautiful world
Beatles music catalog. “Love samples 130 songs to create
that is Cirque Du Soleil.
Notes on page 54
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Faith Crossing | Theology
The Essence of the Prophetic Character
Continued from page 9
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